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The Murderers Creek Area, within the Aldrich Mountain province of

northeast Oregon, originated in an arc-trench gap during Permian-early

Triassic time. The area represents a small portion of a forearc

depositional basin and tectonic highland which borders the basin along

its seaward margin. The trench associated with an east dipping

subduction was located to the northwest of the area, bordering the

melange highland.

The rocks of the Murderers Creek Area are divided into

pre-Tertiary and Tertiary rock assemblages on the basis of genetic

differences. The pre-Tertiary rock assemblage reflects an active

subduction of oceanic lithosphere in an island arc environment

isolated from the North American craton. This assemblage of rocks

includes: (1) a melange (Permian-Triassic) of ophiolitic peridotites,

gabbros, greenstones, cherts, and argillites encased in a highly

sheared serpentine matrix; (2) the Vester Formation (Karnian)

containing lutites, greywackes, olistostromal blocks, and minor tuffs,

derived for the most part from the melange and deposited in a forearc

basin formed by the uplift of the melange terrain; (3) the Fields



Creek Formation (Norian) including siliceous lutites, greywackes, and

large olistostromal masses all derived from the uplifted melange and

Vester Formation and deposited in a forearc basin together with

injected submarine lavas and arc derived tuffs; and (4) the Fields

Peak stock (upper Jurassic-lower Cretaceous) granodiorite to tonalite

in composition, representing part of the intrusive event which marked

the effective consolidation of the island arc province to the North

American craton.

The post-Cretaceous rock assemblage reflects a relatively stable

cratonic margin and includes: (1) the Clarno Formation (Eocene)

volcanic mudflows and breccias; (2) the Columbia River Group (middle

Miocene) flood basalts; (3) basalts and glacial terrace gravels

(Quaternary).

Structurally the Murderers Creek Area has a two stage character

with early structures (Permian through Jurassic) related to an

east-west compression of the area associated with the subduction of

oceanic lithosphere, and with late structures (Cretaceous through

Recent) associated with stresses affecting a relatively stable

cratonic margin. Early structures include: (1) a northeast to

northwest shearing of the melange terrain, following the arcuate trend

of the unit, (2) tight isoclinal folding of the Vester Formation along

northeast axes, (3) tight isoclinal folding of the Fields Creek

Formation and cross folding of the Vester Formation along north to

northwest axes also following the arcuate trend of the units.



Late structures include gentle regional tilts (10 degrees or less

in dip) and, most pronounced, an oroclinal flexure of the area around

latitude 44° 17' 30" with areas to the north rotated approximately

40 degrees counterclockwise. This rotation which may have resulted

from sinistral strike-slip movement along the John Day fault between

the Cretaceous and middle Miocene times, produced the arcuate map and

structural trends within the Murderers Creek Area.
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BEDROCK GEOLOGY AND STRUCTURE OF

THE MURDERERS CREEK AREA,

GRANT COUNTY, OREGON

INTRODUCTION

Purpose

The Murderers Creek study area is within the Aldrich Mountains,

a subdivision of the Blue Mountain geomorphic province of northeast

Oregon (Walker, 1977). This study determines the depositional

environment, tectonic history, and petrology of the pre-Cretaceous

metasediments, greenstones, and intrusives of a melange terrain and

associated depositional basin. The area is surrounded by Tertiary

tholeiitic basalts of the Columbia River Group. The primary

objectives are to: 1) construct a detailed geologic map on a scale

of 1:18,000 of the field area; 2) define the relationship of the

serpentinite-peridotite-gabbro assemblage within the Murderers Creek

melange to the Canyon Mountain Complex 16 kilometers to the east and

to similar rock units described by Taubeneck (1950) 19 kilometers to

the northwest; 3) to determine if these ultramafic rocks have

ophiolitic affinities; 4) identify regional metamorphic facies and

variation within the study area; 5) determine the degree of

involvement of the sedimentary basin in the melange process;

6) determine the degree, type, and history of deformation among the

various rock units; 7) interpret the plate tectonic regime and
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trends of the area; 8) relate this information to the tectonic

history of the Blue Mountain region, emphasizing a plate tectonic

model.

Equipment and Materials

The base maps used were portions of the Big Weasel Springs 7.5

minute quadrangle, Oregon, and the Aldrich Mountain 15 minute

quadrangle, Oregon. Aerial photographs on a scale of 1:20,000,

together with satellite and high altitude photographs, were used in

the field and laboratory. All field orientations were measured with

a Silva compass. Rock samples were taken, many oriented, for

detailed study of structures and petrography in the laboratory.

Some samples were thin sectioned and examined for microstructures

and mineralogy. Equal-area steronets were used for displaying

structural data.

Area of Investigation

The area considered and mapped here in detail comprises 70

square kilometers located within the Aldrich Mountains of northeast

Oregon, 16 kilometers south of the town of Mt. Vernon (see Figure

1). It is bounded on the north by 44° 21' N., on the south by

44° 15' 45" N., on the east by 119° 15' 11" W., and the west by

119° 19' 24" W. and the contact of the Columbia River Group with

the pre-Tertiary rocks.
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FIGURE I. LOCATION MAP ( AFTER BROWN 9 THAYER , 1966)
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Moderately rugged terrain dominates the field area with

elevations ranging from a high of 2244 meters at the summit of

Fields Peak to a low of 1170 meters along Murderers Creek. Total

relief is about 1100 meters. Field work was accomplished from June

through the end of November, 1977, with a weather variation from

clear and over 100° Fahrenheit to 12° Fahrenheit and whiteout

conditions. According to the United States Forest Service the area

receives an approximate average annual precipitation of 66

centimeters, mostly falling in non-summer months. Wildlife in the

area is typical of northeast Oregon sub-alpine topography but

diminished due to competition with domestic cattle, as the area is

used as open range land. At the lower elevations, 2646 meters and

lower, large ponderosa pine and mixed tamarack and lodgepole pine

forests dominate the area, excepting the relatively barren

serpentine slopes, and attract selective logging in restricted

areas. Access is available to the thesis area along several

improved U.S. Forest Service roads, with travel within the area

restricted by deterioration of many of the older roads and by U.S.

Bureau of Land Management road closures.

Previous Work

Early studies of the general area were those of Merriam (1901),

Collier (1914), and Westgate (1921). These studies emphasized the

Tertiary stratigraphy and economic geology of the area.
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In 1950 Taubeneck worked on rocks similar to those within the

field area. These rocks are exposed beneath the Colombia River

Group approximately 40 kilometers to the west of the area and were

mapped as part of his graduate thesis. He described the rock units

and made a detailed petrographic study noting the complex nature and

relations of the rocks.

Thayer has probably done the most extensive work within the

area. In 1940 he first published a map of the chromite mines,

within the thesis area, including a generalized outline map of Grant

County serpentinite bodies together with a preliminary geologic map

of the east half of the Canyon Mountain belt of ultramafic rock. He

delineated four units within the complex; serpentine with unmapped

inclusions of older rocks, dunite, peridotite and pyroxenite, and a

basement complex of schist and dioritic rock.

Thayer expanded his 1940 work and mapped the thesis area as a

part of the 15' Aldrich Mountain quadrangle released as a

preliminary geologic map in 1956. A colored geologic map by Thayer

and Brown of the Aldrich Mountain quadrangle (1:62,500) was

published in 1966. Together they delineated five units within the

area: 1) a sequence of metasediments, metavolcanics, and

sedimentary rocks of Permian age, on the basis of included fossils

in limestone pods (Thayer and Brown, 1966); 2) ultramafic and mafic

rocks including peridotite, serpentine, and gabbro; 3) albite

granite formed by the metasomatic replacement of volcanic rock and
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gabbro; 4) Vester Formation, upper Triassic, greywacke with some

conglomerate and shale; 5) Fields Creek Formation of the Aldrich

Mountain Group, upper Triassic, mostly greywacke, shale and silicous

mudstone, with some andesitic tuff, basaltic flows, and slide

breccias which are now believed to be olistostromes (R. Lawrence,
's

personal communication).

Recent studies directly applicable to the thesis area have been

done by Ave'Lallemant (1976) in the Canyon Mountain complex 19

kilometers to the east, and by Dickinson and Vigrass (1965) 16

kilometers to the south in the Suplee-Izee area. Units in these

localities are believed to be equivalent to or directly correlative

with some units within the thesis area (Brown and Thayer,

1966; Dickinson and Thayer, 1978). Ave'Lallenmant did a structural

analaysis of the Canyon Mountain ophiolitic complex with

interpretation of upper mantle flow models as applied to oceanic

lithosphere as it moves away from a spreading center. The work of

Dickinson and Vigrass in the Suplee-Izee area is a detailed

petrographic and structural interpretation of the region with

emphasis on fossil identification for the dating of the

stratigraphic sequence.

Since work on the thesis was started in 1977, Thayer and

Dickinson, both in individual and combined efforts (Thayer, 1978;

Dickinson, 1979; Dickinson and Thayer, 1978), have shown continued

interest in the area by publishing various papers concerned for the
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most part with the pre-Cretaceous tectonic evolution of the area and

how it ties in with the regional evolution of the western United

States.

Regional Geological Setting

The Blue Mountains province in northeast Oregon, which includes

the Murderers Creek area, contains structurally complex and

lithologicaily diverse exposures of pre-Tertiary rocks in an

elongate group of erosional inliers surrounded by Tertiary volcanic

cover. The pre-Tertiary rocks are believed to be Pennsylvanian to

Cretaceous in age (Brown and Thayer, 1966; Vallier and others,

1977). They reflect complex plate interactions during this long

period.

The erosional inliers within the Blue Mountains contain three

main rock assemblages: 1) the Seven Devils Group and its carbonate

platform cover within the Wallowa Mountains and Snake River Canyon;

2) a central melange terrain of disrupted oceanic components; 3) a

succession of dominantly clastic strata in the south extending from

the John Day inlier (figure 2) to the Snake River (Dickinson and

Thayer, 1978). All three assemblages are intruded by granitic

plutons and stocks of Jurassic and Cretaceous age. This plutonic

episode marks the accretion of these oceanic and island arc terrains

to the North American continental block.

Permian to Triassic arc-derived greenstones and keratophyres of
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( AFTER DICKINSON , HELMOLD, ei STEIN , 19 7 9 )
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the Seven Devils Group represent a fragment of an intra-oceanic

island arc or an aseismic ridge which was carried along by plate

movements and lodged against the continental margin while

volcanically dormant (Dickinson and Thayer, 1978). This exotic

block is believed to be a detached fragment of a crustal slice known

as Wrangella (Muller, 1977; Jones and others, 1977) and

paleomagnetic data from tholeitic flows in the Wrangell Mountains of

east-central Alaska (Hillhouse, 1977) and coeval rocks on Vancouver

Island in British Columbia (Irving and Yole, 1972; Symons, 1971)

would indicate eruption of the volcanics in near equatorial

position. Presumably interaction between plate margins along

western North America during the Permian-Triassic time formed the

adjoining melange, within which the Seven Devils terrain may be

encased (Vallier and others, 1977).

The Seven Devils Group is capped by the upper Triassic Martin

Bridge platform carbonates which are inturn overlain by Hurwal

limestones and shales of lower Jurassic age (Nolf, 1966). The

Hurwal and Martin Bridge units were deposited after the Seven Devils

terrain became immobilized against the continental margin.

Accretion probably occurred after Hurwal deposition and prior to

emplacement of granitic plutons (late Jurassic) which cut both the

Seven Devils and adjoining melange terrains (Armstrong and others,

1977; Walker, 1977). Metamorphism of the rock assemblage varies

from prehnite-pumpellyite facies to amphibolite facies (Vallier and
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others, 1977), with greenschist facies metamorphism being the most

common.

The central melange terrain ranges in age from mid-Devonian to

mid-Triassic (Dickinson, 1979). It is characterized for the most

part by exceptional structural disorder and consists of dismembered

tectonic fragments of ophiolitic successions and associated strata

emplaced during the Permian. Stratified components of the central

melange terrain northeast of John Day are referred to as the Elkhorn

Ridge argillite (Gilluly, 1937), consisting of siliceous argillites

and ribbon cherts with subordinate conglomerates, shales,

greenstones (locally pillowed), and keratophyre tuffs. The

formation varies in metamorphic grade within the greenschist facies

and may be represented in higher metamorphic grade by the Burnt

River schists near the Snake River (Ashley, 1967).

The Elkhorn Ridge argillite is believed to have been deposited

on an oceanic substratum represented by masses of ultramafic and

gabbroic rocks (Thayer, 1978; Brown and Thayer, 1977) consisting of

extensive metagabbro, minor alpine peridotite, and sheared

serpentinite which serves as a melange matrix. The best exposure of

these ophiolitic rocks is the Canyon Mountain complex considered a

large intact block within the melange (Thayer, 1978) with either

oceanic affinities (Vallier and others, 1977) or possibly forearc

origin (Ave'Lallemant, 1976). Metamorphism of the ophiolitic

oceanic rocks ranges from greenschist to amphibolite facies, often
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showing characteristics of both high and low temperature deformation

Ave'Lallemant, 1976). Southwest of John Day the lithologic mix of

rock types in the melange terrain changes to predomantly

metavolcanic rocks and serpentine, and farther south fossiliferous

limestones become abundant. The relationship between these

differing lithologic mixes is obscured by a cover of younger

Mesozoic rock (Dickinson and Thayer, 1978).

The Mesozoic clastic strata of the south are now considered to

represent forearc basin deposits derived from supracrustal sources

(Dickinson, 1979). The basin covers the buried contact between an

uplifted melange terrain to the northwest and a postulated coeval

magmatic arc to the southeast, represented by a belt of volcanic and

volcaniclastic rocks informally named the Huntington Formation

(figure 3) (Dickinson, 1979). The major components of the forearc

basin are varied clastic sedimentary rocks deposited between

mid-Triassic and mid-Cretaceous times. This Mesozoic clastic

sequence is broken by at least six unconformities and varies west to

east in the following lithologies: dark marine lutites interbedded

with melange-derived cherts, sandstones, and conglomerants, and

olistostromal sedimentary breccias; volcaniclastic greywackes

interbedded as turbidites with dark marine lutites; and subsea fan

deposits derived from an eroded volcanic arc terrain. Generally,

the mid-Triassic strata are faulted against or into the melange;

however, they locally rest unconformably upon the melange terrain
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(Thayer, 1978). Metamorphism of the clastic strata generally does

not exceed sub-greenschist grades in zeolitic or

prehnite-pumpellyite mineral zones and foliation is absent.

In general, the pre-Tertiary rocks of the Blue Mountain province

define a complex assemblage of oceanic and island arc rock types.

These may be related to a late Paleozoic mid-Pacific spreading

center, and some complex of island arcs and basins associated with

subduction along the margin of North America during early Mesozoic

time. Complicating the interpretation of the region is the fact

that much of the relationship of the Blue Mountain province to the

continental craton is masked by the intrusion of the Idaho Batholith

and associated metamorphism, and also by younger Tertiary

deformation and cover.
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DESCRIPTIVE GEOLOGY

Melange

The pre-Jurassic melange terrain, of the western portion of the

Murderers Creek Area, is composed almost exclusively of

serpentinites and varied metavolcanics, with subordinate exposures

of metagabbroic rocks and metasediments. Exposures occupy an

arcuate belt trending northeast and northwest, south to north

respectively (figure 4), reflecting regional structural trends in

the area. Generally, the melange is composed of various-sized

brecciated blocks and fragments within a highly sheared serpentinite

matrix.

Blocks within the melange include keratophyres, meta-andesites,

metabasalts, sandy turbidites, cherts, mudstones, quartzites, and

tectonic breccias. All outcrops are fractured in varying degrees

and range in metamorphic grade from prehnite-pumpellyite to lower

greenschist faties.

The ultramafic tectonic matrix, within which the Paleozoic

blocks are mixed, consists of metagabbro and serpentinized alpine

peridotite. The metagabbro and serpentinite are highly sheared and

where coherent exhibit a cleavage which follows parallel to the

arcuate trend of the melange unit.
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Figure 5. Typical melange topography (looking west of Field's
Creek from station 20-5).
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Paleozoic Sedimentary Rocks

Paleozoic sedimentary rocks are poorly exposed within the thesis

area and are restricted in distribution to small elongated blocks

(the largest 533 x 1066 meters) within the central and northern

portions of the serpentinite-metagabbro complex. These

metasediments are a minor constituent of the melange representing

less than 20 percent of the total mappable exposures of Paleozoic

rocks.

Chert breccias and cherty argillites are the most prevalent

sedimentary rock types within the melange. The cherts are grey and

brown in outcrop, but include black, red, green, and grey varieties

nearly all in various degrees of brecciation and intercalated with

the serpentinite and volcanic greenstone. Breccia fragments range

in size from three millimeters to 15 centimeters, generally fairly

uniform in Mdividual samples, and are set in a murky argillaceous

matrix making up 10 to 50 percent of the rock depending on

location. Chert outcrops at locations 6-25, 31-9, and 32-9 (see

plate 2) are coherent enough to be identified as typical ribbon

cherts, rhythmically layered in alternating two to five centimeter

chert layers and two to four millimeter argillite layers. These

rocks contain ghosts of spheroidal radiolarians in thin section,

which are no further identifiable due to alteration and

recrystallization.
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Figure 6a. Chert breccias from various locations within the
melange.

Figure 6b. Radiolarian cherts from station 32-9 within the
melange.
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Cherty argillite from the southwest corner of section 24 (24-64)

is brownish-black in outcrop and breaks into blocky pieces revealing

brecciated aphanitic fragments that are greyish-brown in color.

Within brecciated blocks fine-grained greenish-brown silicious

mudstones are found in association with the argillite.

Silicious mudstone breccias in two small outcrops located at

26-1 and 23-20 appear greenish-brown on weathered surfaces and dark

olive green on fresh breaks. These outcrops, as with nearly all

northern Paleozoic exposures, project out of the serpentinite as

elongated highly weathered pods. Brecciation is variable within

outcrops forming one millimeter to one centimeter angular and

sub-rounded clasts, and is an indication that the fine muds were

fairly well consolidated at the time of their incorporation into the

melange. The mudstones break into blocky chunks and are pervasively

fractured roughly parallel to the regional trends.

Limited in distribution to sections 2, 6, 31, and 36, within the

central portion of the melange, are blocks of relatively coherent

greywacke faulted into and together with ultramafics and

greenstones. These greywackes are greyish-black to greyish-tan in

outcrop, weathering to various shades of rusty brown, and contain

angular clasts which range in size from 0.1 millimeters to 15

millimeters in diameter. Graded bedding is indistinct, and in

general the greywackes exhibit a lack of textural maturity.

Petrography. Chert and cherty argillite consist of varying

proportions of mosaic-textured microcrystalline quartz with
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Figure 7a. Finely brecciated mudstone from station 23-20 located
within the melange.

Figure 7b. Course and fine grained melange greywackes.
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subordinate amounts of fine chlorite and black carbonaceous

material. Coloration of the various cherts is due to the

subordinate mineral content, with red chert containing greater

amounts of iron oxide, black chert larger quantities of carbonaceous

material, and grey chert containing primarily clays. Clay content

varies considerably between samples and no clear cut distinction

between chert and cherty argillite can be made. Rare plagioclase is

observed within the fine argillaceous cement between the angular

brecciated chert clasts. In section 30-9D spheroidal blebs of

recrystallized quartz, probably representing recrystallized

radiolaria, are abundant.

The siliecous mudstones contain fine angular quartz clasts in

varying amounts, five to 20 percent of the sample, and much green

chloritic material containing minor carbon. Maximum grain size for

clasts within the chloritic matrix is less than 0.01 millimeters.

The mudstones are pervasively shot with minute fractures filled with

secondary quartz, these in turn cut by larger albite filled

fractures.

The greywackes generally contain framework grains amounting to

approximately 75 percent of the rock as a whole. These grains are

subangular and blocky, and display much fracturing and alteration.

The framework is composed of fragments of chloritic greenstone,

saussuritic plagioclase, quartz (including chert and volcanogenic

quartz), enstatite, magnetite, and argillaceous fragments. The

greatest percentage, as much as 40 percent, of the framework grains
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Figure 8. 30-9D recrystallized radiolaria in bedded chert. X 40
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are greenstone clasts, and although highly mottled both microlitic

and felsic types can be recognized. These greenstone fragments are

mineralogically identical to massive greenstone bodies in the area

and will be discussed in that unit. Phenocrystic plagioclase,

accounting for 25 to 30 percent of the framework, is commonly broken

and clouded by saussuritic and albite alteration products. Carlsbad

and albite twins can still be recognized and a rough determination

of plagioclase composition using a-normal sections gives values of

An9 to An12. Ten to 15 percent of the framework is composed of

metachert, in the form of polycrystalline quartz aggregates and

minor authengenic chert, and vein quartz. Single quartz grains

exhibit undulatory extinction; some are annealed and

recrystallized. The remaining approximately five percent of the

framework is made up of orthopyroxene together with rare augite and

hornblerle. All three can be seen in various stages altering to

chlorite. Argillaceous fragments are rare.

As much as 25 percent of the greywacke is composed of a matrix

made up almost entirely of chloritic material with minor iron

oxides. Much of this matrix is probably due to the aggradation of

original sheet minerals and the alteration of an unknown quantity of

pyroxene and amphibole. All samples of the greywackes within the

melange are transected by minute fractures filled by albite and

secondary quartz.
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Using adjectives introduced by Crook (1960) these subquartzose

sandstones (quartz less than 75 percent) would be termed

feldspatholithic (figure 9). The composition of the Paleozoic

greywacke has been plotted on triangular diagrams based on

Dickinson's classification scheme (1970) in order to be better

correlated regionally (see figures 10 and 11, and tables one and

two).

The composition of the greywackes within the melange and that of

all greywackes from younger units was determined by semiquantitative

methods due to the limited number of thin sections cut from

greywackes within each formation. By this method all of the rocks

were cut and examined under a binocular microscope and thin sections

were cut from the various greywacke types. Then at random six

fields of view (X40) were selected across each thin section and

point counted. The results of these counts were then examined

together with a low power viewing of the entire slide and visual

estimates of the composition of the rock were made on the basis of

both examinations. In this way an approximate composition for each

greywacke type was determined and plotted on triangular composition

diagrams.

Sedimentary Environment

The sedimentary rocks within the melange complex are interpreted

as representative fragments of obducted abyssal sedimentary cover.

Deep-water pelagic muds and siliceous oozes, such as could relate to
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Stable or Quartz Sandstone

Feldspar 50 Rock Fragments

Figure 9. Classification of common sandstones, after Crook (1960).
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TABLE 1. Grain parameters for triangular plots

(a) Q = Qm + Qp, where:

Q = total quartzose grains

Qm= monocrystalline quartzose grains

Qp= polycrystalline quartzose grains

(b) Lt= L + Qp, where:

Lt= total aphanitic lithic fragments

L = unstable aphanitic lithic fragments

(c) L = Lv + Ls, where:

Lv= volcanic-metavolcanic-hypabyssal
lithic fragments

Ls= aphanitic sedimentary-metasedimentary
lithic fragments

(d) F = P + K, where:

F = total feldspar grains

P = plagioclase feldspar grains

K = potassium feldspar grains

Hence, QFL plot places emphasis on maturity

QmFLt plot places emphasis on provenance

QpLvLs plot includes polycrystalline grains only

QmPK plot includes monocrystalline grains only

( AFTER DICKINSON, HELMOLD, & STEIN, 1979 )



TABLE 2. Typical values for grain parameters in subquartzose sandstones derived
from volcanic, plutonic, and tectonic provenances within orogenic belts

Volcanic Plutonic Tectonic

Q

F

L

CAI

P/F

V/L

Special

low, <25

mod, 25-50

high, 50-75

low, near 0

high, 1.0-0.75(?)

high, near 1.0

pyriboles

high, 25-75

high, "50

low, < 25

low, near 0

variable

variable

mica

mod, 25-50

low, <25

mod, N50

high, 0.5+

variable

mod,,,0.5

chert grains

( AFTER DICKINSON, 1970 )
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Figure 10. Greywacke provenance determination based on greywackes
compiled and plotted by Dickinson and Suczek ( 1979 ).
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A MELANGE GREYWACKE

Q = 10-15
F = 25-30
L = 35-40

Figure lla. QFL plot of melange greywackes; see Table 1 for
definitions of grain parameters.

MELANGE GREYWACKE

Qm= 3-5
F = 25-30
Lt= 45-50

F Lt

Figure 11b. QmFLt plot of melange greywackes; see Table 1 for
definitions of grain parameters.
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L

A MELANGE GREYWACKE

Qp= 8-10
Lv= 35-40
Ls= <1-1

Figure llc. QpLvLs plot of melange greywackes; see Table 1 for
definitions of grain parameters.

MELANGE GREYWACKE

QmF-. 3-5

P = 25-30
K = 0-<1

K

Figure 11d, QmPK plot of melange greywackes; see Table 1 for
definitions of grain parameters.
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the mudstones and cherts of the melange, are commonly seen in drill

cores taken from the ocean floors (see DSDP, 1969-1980; and JOIDES,

1975-1980). Course greywackes are also seen in some DSDP cores,

indicating that course clastics can be transported great distances

in density currents. Such a deposition could explain the presence

of the greywackes associated with the mudstones and cherts in the

melange. Further support of an oceanic parentage for the

radiolarian cherts and siliceous mudstones is the close association

of the two rock types with other oceanic melange lithologies yet to

be discussed (keratophyres, spilites, and metabasalts).

Obduction of oceanic lithosphere is now widely accepted

(Leggett, 1980). However, the mechanisms of such a process are

still little understood. Regardless of the mechanism involved, as

the oceanic lithosphere upon which the pre-melange sediments were

deposited entered an active subduction zone, portions of the lower

oceanic plate could have been obducted and involved in the melanging

process (Cowan and Silling, 1978; and Dewey, 1976). Brecciation of

the sedimentary rocks could have taken place during subduction and

formation of the uplifted melange.

By Dickinson's interpretation (1970; 1979), the melange

greywackes would have originated from a volcanic terrain (figure 11;

table 2), probably an island arc within the oceanic basin, with

possibly some influence from an oceanic chert terrain.
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Paleozoic Greenstones

The southern half of the melange is dominated by large tectonic

blocks of green to dark green, dense aphanitic lavas and breccias

best described in the field as greenstones, in the characteristic

metagabbro, serpentinite matrix. These highly chloritized

greenstones are sheared on all scales and typically form jagged

ridges and cliffs protruding above the matrix. The lavas include

keratophyre, meta-andesite, metabasalt, and spilite, all deeply

weathered and virtually indistinguishable in outcrop. Occasional

outcrops contain rounded forms which suggest pillow lavas. In hand

specimens the abundant fractures can be seen to be filled with

secondary quartz and albite.

Petrography. The keratophyre is generally microporphyritic and

contains widely spaced euhedral plagioclase phenocrysts (0.2

millimeters in length) set in a pilotaxitic groundmass of

albite-oligoclase microlites and interstitial microcrystalline

chlorite. Recognizable a-normal sections place the composition of

the plagioclase between An9 and An15. Plagioclase microlites can be

clear and sodic in composition but more often are clouded with

alteration products in the same manner as the phenocrystic

plagioclase. Within the interstitial masses of chlorite minor

aggregates of epidote and apatite can be recognized.

The keratophere contains abundant cavities and veins filled with

quartz and epidote, together with minor quantities of albite and
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Figure 12. Paleozoic greenstone-serpentinite and Vester
topography in the southern portion of the thesis
area (looking south from station 20-5 on Fields
Peak).
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Figure 13. Typical greenstone exposures in the northern melange
area (stations 23-12 and 23-21).



Figure 14a. Greenstones cut by quartz-albite filled fractures
(from stations 1-32 and 23-12).

Figure 14b. Rounded greenstone forms, possibly pillows (from
stations 13-10, 23-6, and 26-8).

35
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calcite. Commonly the amygdales are elongated parallel to the

preferred orientation of the microlites.

The meta-andesite retains much of its original porphyritic,

pilotaxitic to interstitial texture with altered plagioclase and

augite phenocrysts (0.1 to 0.2 millimeters in length) scattered

within the microlitic groundmass. Locally the plagioclase

microlites develop a fine-grained variolitic fabric. Clouded

relatively calcic plagioclase phenocrysts are as much as 50 percent

replaced by chlorite and sericite. Occasionally where (010)

cleavages can be seen in the phenocrysts the plagioclase composition

can be roughly determined to be approximately An40. Augite

phenocrysts are almost completely altered to chlorite with only

small separated blebs of the pyroxene remaining which are seen to

simultaneously become extinct under crossed nicols. Plagioclase

microlites, although highly albititized, can be recognized to be as

calcic as andesine. Chlorite, interstitial to the microlites,

amounts to as much as 35 percent of the groundmass and contains

minor amounts of epidote, cryptocrystalline quartz, and iron ore.

The meta-andesite was impregnated by metasomatic quartz-albite

solutions which filled fractures and cavities, and altered much of

the groundmass and andesine phenocrysts. The late stage quartz and

albite crystals are strained and fractured and the rock as a whole

was again fractured. The new fractures are filled mostly by

unstrained quartz and calcite.
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Figure 15. Quartz-epidote amygdales oriented parallel to the
preferred orientation of the plagioclase microlites
in a melange keratophyre ( X100 ).
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In thin section, the metabasalt gives the appearance of a

hyalo-ophitic texture with fine grained highly altered plagioclase

phenocrysts (0.1 millimeters in length) randomly oriented within a

chloritic groundmass. Relic granules of augite, scattered

throughout the sample, are often in contact with the plagioclase

laths indicating toward an original ophitic to subophitic texture.

The plagioclase laths are mottled and clouded by saussuritic and

sericitic alteration products and inclusions of iron ore, and are to

a large degree albititized. In the relatively less altered portions

of the rock, where plagioclase and augite are in association, the

plagioclase can be recognized as labradorite. The composition of

the plagioclase varies from these few labradorite laths to the more

abundant albite-oligoclase laths common to the section. The small

granules of augite locally can be seen to go to mass extinction

under crossed nicols, and are often found surrounding the

plagioclase laths. Interstitial chloritic paste represents

approximately 45 percent of the sample. The chlorite contains

disseminated small bits of iron ore and minor amounts of epidote and

(?) apatite.

The sample is transected by many albite rich veins (An5) which

follow cataclastic fractures. These albite veins contain clumps of

strain-shadowed quartz and chlorite, and also contain minor epidote

and calcite.
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Figure 16. Highly chloritized metabasalt with scattered remnants
of original pyroxene indicating an original ophitic to
subophitic texture. Larger masses of chlorite ( upper
right ) may be remains of olivine phenocrysts ( X100 ).
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The spilite is interstitial in texture with the irregular spaces

between the fine grained highly altered plagioclase laths (0.1

millimeters in length) occupied by chlorite. In general the spilite

is quite similar to the metabasalt with the exceptions that it

contains exclusively sodic plagioclase and abundant amygdales.

Plagioclase phenocrysts are to a large degree mottled by sericitic

and chloritic alteration products, and contain many fine grained

inclusions of epidote and dusty iron ore. These plagioclase laths

vary in composition from An8 to An20 as determined from a-normal

sections.

Augite exists throughout the slide as widely spaced granules,

relics of larger phenocrysts which have been almost totally altered

to chlorite. The interstitial chlorite contains disseminated iron

ore and occasionally epidote and (?) apatite. Amygdales (0.5 to 1

millimeters in diameter) are filled with chlorite and minor

aggregates of epidote and calcite. as with the metabasalt the

spilite is veined by albite (An5) containing minor quartz, epidote,

chlorite, and calcite.

Greenstone breccias within the melange consist of angular and

subangular fragments of microporphyritic keratophyre set in a turbid

cryptocrystalline argillaceous matrix. Breccia fragments are

composed of mottled plagioclase phenocrysts, containing small

inclusions of chlorite and sericite, set in a microlitic

groundmass. The fine grained groundmass within the breccia

fragments is highly albititized and the plagioclase microliter range
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in composition between albite and oligoclase. These breccia

fragments are viened and cavity filled with albite, quartz, epidote,

and calcite, and are probably equivalent to the more massive

keratophyre blocks.

Greenstone Origin

The greenstones within the area are probably genetically related

to the more coherent bodies of volcanic rock within Thayer's (1978)

sheeted dike complex of the Canyon Mountain ophiolitic block. These

lavas are hypothesized as having originated as injections along a

mid-oceanic spreading ridge, forming oceanic substratum. Dredge

hauls along spreading ridge fracture zones have retrieved samples of

lavas of the same general compositions as those in the map area

(Bonatti and Honnorez, 1976).

There are arguments as to whether the various igneous rocks

types within an ophiolite formed from the same parental magma as

cogenetic differentiates (Bailey and Blake, 1974; Coleman and

Peterman, 1975) or whether they formed from different basaltic

magmas which have been brought together (Thayer, 1978). There are

problems associated with both theories of magma genesis at spreading

ridges and as per yet argument remains unresolved.

According to dredge haul studies along mid-oceanic fracture

systems (Bonatti and Honnorez, 1976), the various oceanic rock types

could have been juxtaposed by vertical displacements (as much as 5

kilometers) of the oceanic crust as a consequence of spreading ridge
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tectonics. These juxtaposed lithologies would then be fragmented

and mixed during subduction and subsequently sheared together

against the leading edge of an overriding plate.

Metagabbro-Alpine Ultramafic Matrix

Approximately 60 percent of the tectonic melange is made up of

sheared serpentine tectonically mixed with small fragments (several

meters to hundreds of meters in diameter) of pyroxenite, peridotite,

metagabbro, and massive serpentinite. This matrix, which intrudes

and encloses the Paleozoic greenstones and sediments, typically

forms smooth relatively barren exposures with knots of the more

resistant pyroxenite and metagabbro conspicuously exposed. By far

the best examples of metagabbro and related ultramafics, from which

most of the following descriptions are taken, are found in sections

23, 36, T14S, R28E, and section 31, T14S, R29E. Large exposures of

the knockers are the exception, and due to the impracticality in

mapping individual small outcrops within the serpentine, and because

of the high degree of serpentinization usually associated with the

small outcrops, the melange matrix was for the most part mapped as

one unit.

Serpentine. Typical serpentines in the area range in color from

a light olive to dark green. They are pervasively sheared and soft,

exhibiting abundant schistose textures and slickensided fragments.

Some more resistant and compentent masses of dark green serpentinite

can be found and a peridotite parentage for these masses is



Figure 17a.
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Typical barren serpentinite slopes, in northern map
area, containing blocks of serpentinized peridotite;
small peridotite knocker in foreground (looking
northwest from station 23-1).

Figure 17b. Sheared serpentine exposure in foreground; densely
vegetated basalts of the Columbia River Group in the
distance (looking south from station 23-1).
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Figure 18. Competent serpentine block (on left) in contact
with sheared serpentine matrix (station 23-27).
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suspected. The serpentinite grades from rock composed of entirely

serpentine minerals to rocks of the less serpentinized ultramafic

types discussed. Some of the more massive serpentinites contain

small veins of cross-fiber chrysotile, recognizable in hand sample.

Generally, the serpentine is sheared and schistose even on a

microsopic scale and in most serpentinized samples a well developed

mesh structure is evident. Serpentine minerals commonly exceed 90

percent of a sample by volume. In thin section, both antigorite and

chrysotile are fine grained and bladed and it is difficult to

distinguish between the two using standard petrographic techniques.

No attempt was made to delineate the serpentine minerals by x-ray

defraction. Relic olivine can be found in the less altered

serpentinite and appears as isolated grains of the original crystal

which reach extinction simultaneously under crossed nicols. The

olivine grains are surrounded by serpentine which formed originally

within fractures in the olivine crystal. Often less serpentinized,

relic pyroxene can make up to as much as 20 percent of the

serpentinite. Commonly orthopyroxene (enstatite) is characterized

by parted (100) cleavages and highly strained and bent crystals.

Fine grained magnetite occurs as an accessory often along relic

cleaves in serpentine pseudomorphs. The serpentinite is transected

by fractures which are filled by secondary albite (An5), quartz,

epidote, and calcite.

Peridotite. The distinction between peridotite and serpentine in
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Figure 19. Various samples of serpentine, from massive to
schistose forms, from section 23.
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Figure 20. Serpentinite with fractured orthopyroxene displaying
parted 100 cleavages ( bottom ) and relic portions
of original olivine crystal within mesh of
serpentine ( X100 ).
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the area is gradational, with rocks classified as peridotite when

the cleavage surface and outline of relic pyroxenes can be

recognized in outcrop. Rocks of this classification are rarely less

than 50 percent serpentinized and are always highly sheared and

jointed forming pod-like bodies within the serpentinite matrix.

Weathered surfaces are brown to reddish brown and contain coarse (up

to seven millimeters in length) enstatite or bastite crystals which

are resistant and stand out in relief. Characteristic cleavage can

be recognized with the unaided eye. On broken surfaces the

peridotites are dark green to olive green with orthopyroxenes still

evident, but less pronounced.

Under the microscope the peridotites are found to vary markedly

in composition, and the examples studied can not be considered

completely representative of the peridotite complex. Field sampling

was biased toward rocks displaying prominent orthopyroxene and as a

result the most predominant peridotite sampled grades from

harzburgite to orthopyroxenite. Rocks of these types are generally

composed of enstatite, olivine, and accessory chromite. Enstatite

is predominant, amounting to 60 to 80 percent. Many of the

orthopyroxenes exhibit undulatory extinction, indicating strain, and

are in various degrees of alteration to serpentine, forming

bastities. All olivine phenocyrsts are highly fractured and

serpentinized and contain isolated relics of the original olivine.

Both olivine and orthopyroxene enclose small euhedral crystals of

chromite.
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Figure 21a. Typical peridotite outcrop within sheared serpentine
matrix (station 23-1).

Figure 21b. Samples of peridotite from stations 3 and 37 in
section 23.
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Samples from section 36, stations 5 and 31, can be classified as

orthopyroxenites, containing greater than 95 percent serpentinized

enstatite and accessory chromite. Olivine is virtually nonexistent

in these rocks. The orthopyroxenite is lighter in color than the

harzburgite and weathers to a tannish brown. The interlocking

enstatite crystals are coarse bladed and randomly oriented.

From station 37 in section 36, one sample of an

olivine-clinopyroxenite was collected. It is a medium grained,

olive green rock containing clinopyroxene, olivine, and enstatite.

Enstatite is a minor constituent amounting to three to five percent

of the rock, while olivine in the typical mesh of serpentine

accounts for another 35 percent. The remainder of the sample is

composed of less altered clinopyroxene (diopside ?). The

clinopyroxene contains rows of inclusions indicating alteration

along cleavage planes. These alterations appear to be a pale green

amphibole, possible uralite.

All of the peridotites are fractured and crosscut by albite

veins containing secondary quartz and minor calcite.

Metagabbro. Metagabbroic outcrops in the melange occur less

frequently than the ultramafic types, with the best exposures in

section 23, T14S, R28E and section 31, T14S, R29E. As with the

ultramafic rocks, the metagabbro is texturally complex, being

sheared in varying degrees to form all gradations between fractured

rocks which appear fresh to rocks with a well developed mylonitic



Figure 22a. Samples of orthopyroxenites from stations 5 and 31
in section 36.

r 0 I 2 3 4

I I cm i I

Figure 22b. An olivine-clinopyroxenite from station 37 in
section 36.
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Figure 23. Orthopyroxenite containing coarse bladed, randomly

oriented enstatite-bastites many which exhibit
undulatory extinction ( X10 ).
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texture. The highly weathered metagabbro is usually externally

oxidized to an orange-red brown and appears greyish green on fresh

surfaces. The samples are fine to medium grained crystalline rocks

with individual grains generally indistinct.

Most metagabbroic rocks sampled are highly fractured and contain

saussuritic plagioclase, augite, and disseminated iron oxides, with

chlorite, epidote, albite, quartz, prehnite, and calcite as

alteration products and secondary minerals. The sodic plagioclase

is highly saussuritized with alteration products masking entire

crystals so effectively as to hide the original plagioclase

composition. Deformation of plagioclase is common with breakage and

bending increasing in more highly sheared samples. Some augite is

seen as fairly unaltered euhedral crystals but varys in its degree

of alteration between samples of metagabbro from these unaltered

forms to widely spaced remnants of relic clinopyroxene separated by

masses of actinolite and chlorite. These alteration products can be

seen in stages of development both rimming the augite and forming

along 100 cleavages. Actinolite exhibits a decussate structure and

forms fibrous aggregates and long prismatic crystals, pleocroic from

green to pale yellow and intergrown with bladed chlorite.

In many samples fresh clear albite (An5), introduced into

fractures, has largely replaced the original plagioclase. The

albite veins contain euhedral quartz and epidote with minor clacite,

and pervasively crosscut the samples. In samples with increased

inpregnation by the albite-quartz solutions, augite is nearly all
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Figure 24. Brecciated metagabbro veined by albite and quartz
(station 23-7).



Figure 25a. Variety of melange metagabbroic rocks illustrating
textural and mineralogical mix within the complex.

Figure 25b. Metagabbroic rocks in various degrees of
mylonitization.
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Figure 26a. Metagabbro containing euhedral augite in a mass
of highly saussuritized plagioclase ( X100 ).

Figure 26b. Metagabbro containing prismatic actinolite and
augite altering to fibrous actinolite and chlorite
( X100 ).
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replaced by actinolite, and saussuritic plagioclase by albite,

giving the section a fresh appearance. This transformation is

accompanied by an increase in epidote.

Prehnite veins formed prior to albitization of the metagabbro

are common. The prehnite is colorless, strongly birefringent, and

forms the typical radiating bowtie structures.

A hornblende-rich metagabbro from station 25, section 23 and an

epidote-quartz rock formed by metagabbro alteration from station 5,

section 36 are indications of the complicated diversity within

metagabbroic rocks from the melange. Complete examination and study

of the metagabbroic suite, both in the field and laboratory would

prove interesting, but is beyond the scope of this thesis.

No fossils are known to exist in blocks within the melange

complex of the area, however, the overlying Vester Formation of

Karnian age includes sedimentary breccias derived from the melange

and containing fragments of all previously discussed rocks types.

Therefore, an upper limit of Karnian age can be inferred for rocks

within the complex.

The mafic and ultramafic melange matrix of the area is

considered analogous to rocks of the Canyon Mountain Complex due to

lithological similarities and structural position. The Canyon

Mountain Complex has been dated as middle to late Permian

radiometricaly. Potassium/argon ages of 186 to 234 m.y.B.P. were
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Figure 27a. Albite vein within metagabbro containing euhedral
quartz and prismatic epidote ( X100 ).

Figure 27b. Prehnite in metagabbro displaying typical
bowtie structure ( X100 ).
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determined for hornblende from amphibolitic basalt cutting the

gabbro, and hornblende from pegmatites has yielded dates of 240 to

250 m.y.B.P. (Thayer, 1978).

Metasedimentary and metavolcanic tectonic blocks within the

melange are assigned Mississippian to lower Triassic ages. This

broad age bracket is based on regional correlation of the melange

with isolated melange terrains to the southwest and east of the

area, which contain diagnostic fossils (Dickinson & Thayer, 1978).

Thirty-two kilometers to the southwest lies the

Grindstone-Twelvemile Melange which contains fossiliferous limestone

blocks from which Devonian, Mississippian, and Permian marine

fossils have been extracted. Nonmarine sandstone blocks have

yielded Pennsylvanian plant fossils (Merriam and Berthiaume, 1943;

Kleweno and Jeffords, 1961; Dickinson and Vigrass, 1965;

Buddenhagen, 1967). Recently, Jones and Pessagno have recovered

lower Triassic conodonts and Carboniferous radiolaria from chert

blocks within the melange (Dickinson and Thayer, 1978). The Miller

Mountain Melange Area, 19 kilometers east of the area and adjacent

to the Canyon Mountain Complex, has recently been dated as early

Permian to mid-Triassic (Thayer, 1978). This age bracket is based

on early Permian fusulinids extracted from limestone blocks

(Bostwick and Nestell, 1965), and chert containing mid-Triassic

radiolaria. In addition, Triassic fusulinids have been recovered

from limestone blocks (Bostwick and Koch, 1962), and mid-Permian

conodonts have been identified in cherts from the Elkhorn Ridge
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Argilite, which contains rocks indistinguishable from those within

the Miller Mountain Area (Dickinson and Thayer, 1978).

Origin and Metamorphism

The melange complex of the Murderers Creek Area is part of the

larger Frenchy Butte Melange Area as defined by Dickinson and Thayer

(1978). The melange is believed to be obducted oceanic substratum,

cover basalts, and abyssal cherts and argillites sheared into and

together with arc andesites and turbidites in a forearc accretionary

wedge.

Basic and ultrabasic rocks of the melange are analogous to those

within the Canyon Mountain Complex which represents a sequence-type

ophiolite block which is interpreted as oceanic in origin (Thayer,

1979). Miyashiro (1975) questions whether all sequence ophiolites

are products of spreading center magmatics, and cites sediment

associations and rock chemistry of the Troodos Complex as an

argument for ophiolite development in an island arc system. The

extensive meta-andesitic and Keratophyric rocks found in association

with the subaqueous derived metabasalts and the ultramafic-gabbroic

system could be evidence to support such a parentage for the rocks

of the area. However, even though the chaotic mix of rock types,

faulted contacts, and difficulty in differentiating metavolcanic

rocks types in the field all tend to mask field evidence, I feel

that an oceanic origin for the rocks in the melange is more likely.

This opinion is based on many factors; first the abundance of
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biogenic chert blocks in association with the other rocks types in

the melange and a general lack of carbonates, an indication of

abyssal silica deposition below the then prevailing carbonate

compensation depth. Second, all of the volcanic, gabbroic, and

ultramafic rock types in the melange have been recovered from

mid-oceanic fracture systems (Bonatti and Honnorez, 1976). Also

recently it has been concluded by geochemists that major, trace, or

rare earth element studies can not provide unequivocal evidence as

to the environment of origin for ophiolites (Kay and Senechal, 1976;

Menzies and others, 1980; Spooner and others, 1977).

In an active subduction system, deep-water siliceous oozes and

oceanic basement rocks, possibly pre-juxtaposed, could be stripped

off the downgoing plate and accreted to the lower trench wall of the

overriding plate (Cowan and Silling, 1978; Dewey, 1976; Leggett,

1980; Seely, 1979). Detailed petrographic and chemical analysis of

the metavolcanic zones in the melange, together with detailed field

evidence, might prove valuable in determining the ophiolitic

parentage (Banerjee, 1980) and configuration of the subduction

complex during Permian-Triassic time.

Turbidite sequences within the melange add little to their

pre-melange association. However, by Dickinson's classification

scheme (1979), tubiditic greywackes of the melange belong in

composition to a mixed provenance suite, being derived from an

andesitic arc environment, isolated from cratonic sources, and in

some association with tectonically uplifted oceanic lithologies
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producing anomalously high chert-quartz values (see figures 10 and

11). Tectonic uplifts parallel to magmatic arcs and within the

arc-trench gap are commonly associated with active subduction

systems of the present (Grow, 1973; Karig, 1970; Karig & Sharmen,

1975; Moore, 1972, 1973; Seely and others, 1974).

The melange complex is metamorphosed commonly in lower

greenschist facies, with abundant chlorite, albite, epidote, some

actinolite, and a general absence of biotite. The presence of

actinolite, much epidote, and hornblende in samples of metagabbroic

rocks might be an indication of elevated pressures within the

greenschist facies (Miyashiro, 1973) associated with the intrusion

of the metagabbros. Dredge hauls along mid ocean fracture systems

have retrieved rocks of a metamorphic grade nearly identical to the

grade of the rocks found within the melange (Bonatti and Honnorez,

1976). It is therefore assumed that the rocks within the melange

were metamorphosed in an oceanic setting prior to the formation of

the melange. If some of the metamorphic alteration in the rocks

resulted from melange processes then this metamorphism occurred

under low temperature conditions as contacts between the sheared

serpentinites and the more competent serpentinites generally are

brecciated or slickensided.
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Vester Formation

Rocks of the Vester Formation crop out poorly on subdued soil

covered slopes within a nine square kilometer, wedge-shaped area

located in the southern portion of the map area (see figure 4). The

main body of the formation is 64 kilometers south of the thesis area

and has been divided into two distinct members by Dickinson and

Vigrass (1965). However, the various lithologic units readily

identified to the south cannot be identified in northern portions of

the Vester Formation. Therefore, the Vester remains

undifferentiated within the thesis area, and the following

descriptions apply only to rocks within these boundaries.

The Vester Formation is a sedimentary sequence dominated by fine

grained, dark grey to black mustones and siliceous mudstones

interlayered with black shales and an occasional layer of massive

mudstone. Less abundant lenticular bodies of dark colored greywacke

are intercalated with the more easily eroded lutites, and form

resistant ridges on the subdued slopes. These sediments

(approximately 610 meters thick) are tightly folded about

northeast-trending horizontal axes. Subsequent erosion of this

sequence has resulted in what appears to be a homoclinal unit with

bedding dips varying with 25 degrees of vertical and striking

northeast, consistent with tectonic trends in the melange complex.

Isoclinal fold axes can be observed at various horizons within the

formation, an indication that the entire Vester Formation is
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isoclinally folded. This observation is consistant with

observations made in the better exposed portions of the Vester to

the south (Dickinson and Vigrass, 1965).

Sediments of the Vester Formation are in fault contact with the

melange terrain to the west, with large slices of Vester sediments

sheared off and now exposed as individual blocks within the melange

matrix. Along the melange - Vester contact minor olistostromal

sequences, containing brecciated fragments typical of melange

lithologies are found. On the east, the Vester Formation is bounded

by the Poision Creek reverse fault. The Vester Formation has been

uplifted along the fault into juxtaposition with the overlying

Fields Creek Formation.

Petrography

The dark marine lutites of the Vester Formation are highly

contorted and seldom extend for more than a meter or two without

snake-like undulations along the gross trend of the bedding. These

lutities represent, volumetrically, 85 to 90 percent of the strata

present within the formation and are characterized by five to ten

centimeter beds of black mudstone alternating with approximately two

centimeter layers of coal black, fissile shale. The mudstones

weather to shades of tannish-brown and break into blocky fragments.

Fracturing is commonly along spaced fracture cleavage formed by

minute quartz filled, hair-like fractures which transect all
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samples. Some fractures are visible in hand samples but are more

commonly microscopic and evidenced on polished sections by up to one

centimeter displacements of olive grey, silt-rich layers within the

black mudstones. The silty layers vary from microscopic to two

centimeters or more thick, and the basal interfaces with the

mud-rich layers are ordinarily disrupted by small-scale

soft-sediment features. In thin section the mudstones are seen to

contain silt-sized particles, generally smaller than 0.03

millimeters, of quartz in various proportions and abundant green

chloritic material. Scattered randomly within the sample are small

specks of carbonaceous material and an occasionsal feldspar and

calcite crystal. In a few samples the transecting quartz filled

fractures are cut by less abundant fractures filled with calcite.

Dark-colored greywackes accounting for approximately eight

percent of the Vester Formation form conspicuous lenticular ridges

jutting out of the encasing lutities. Typically, the greywackes are

in layers no more than a meter thick and weather to various shades

of rusty-brown. The rocks are very fine grained with the

sub-rounded to subangular grains ranging in size from 0.03 to 1

millimeter in diameter. Occasionally, the rocks contain a crude

cleavage formed along indistinct planes developed by slight

variations in grain size and a roughly planer orientation of

elongated fragments (see figure 29b). Unlike the mudstones, the

greywackes generally do not contain the minute quartz filled

fractures so common to the finer lithologies. Under the microscope
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Figure 28. Vester mudstones showing displacements along
microscopic fault planes, and disruption between
layer interfaces (samples 6-52 and 18 -9).



Figure 29a. Vester greywackes displaying variation in texture
and grain size (samples 7-45, 13-2, and 18-5).

Figure 29b. Samples 7-45 and 18-5 showing cleavage formed
along planes parallel to lineations formed by
elongate grains and variations in grain size.
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the greywacke is seen to contain rock fragments derived exclusively

from the melange terrain and recognized as identical to melange

types previously described. The greywackes are composed almost

entirely of framework grains with an ironoxide-chlorite matrix which

makes up less than ten percent of the rock. Chert, by far the most

abundant source rock for the greywacke, represents 35 to 40 percent

of the framework grains, either an indication of its persistance or

that cherts were once more common in the melange than exemplified in

present exposures. Approximately 40 percent of the grains are

fragments of other melange types including, in order of abundance,

microlitic greenstone (25-30 percent), felsitic greenstone (5

percent), mudstone (5 percent), and argillite (2 percent). The

remainder of the framework is composed of individual minerals, some

of which may be authigentic, which include albite (12 percent),

quartz (5 percent), augite (trace), enstatite (trace), and epidote

(trace). These Vester greywackes may be classified as lithic

subquartzose sandstones using adjectives introduced by Crook

(1960). Using criteria established by Dickinson (1970), the

greywackes have been plotted on triangular diagrams for comparison

with similar rocks within the thesis area (figure 30).

One example of a lithofeldspathic subquartzose sandstone (Crook,

1960) was found at location 7-14. In general, the outcrop shares

characteristics common to the other greywackes in the formation with

the exception of a lighter tannish-grey coloration. On a slabbed

surface the bedding is less distinct than in the lithic subquartzose
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Figure 30a. QFL plot of Vester and melange greywackes; see Table
1 for definitions of grain parameters.
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Figure 30b. QmFLt plot of Vester and melange greywackes; see Table
1 for definitions of grain parameters.
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Figure 30c. QpLvLs plot of Vester and melange greywackes; see
Table 1 for definitions of grain parameters.
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Figure 30d. QmPK plot of Vester and melange greywackes; see Table
1 for definitions of grain parameters.
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sandstones and is evidenced by thin streaks of light colored

feldspar concentrations. Under the microscope, 55 percent of the

rocks is seen to be composed of a matrix of recrystallized

microcrystalline quartz and minor argillaceous material. Within

this finely crystalline matrix are subhedral to euhedral clasts

which range in size from 0.1 to 1.0 millimeter. These clasts are

divided into the following percentages based on visual estimates;

highly saussuritized plagioclase 20 percent, argillic and volcanic

rock fragments ten percent, potash feldspar three percent, and

quartz two percent. A gabbroic section of the melange is presumed

to be the source of this anomalous greywacke which can be compared

to other Vester greywackes by using Dickinson's criteria (1970) to

plot it on the composition triangles (figure 30).

Miscellaneous single exposures within the Vester include a chert

pebble conglomerate at location 6-33, a thin, continuous calcarenite

at 18-3, and a zeolitic tuff at location 7-3.

The chert pebble conglomerate contains subrounded clasts two

centimeters to 0.1 millimeter in diameter. Forty percent of these

clasts are chert and cherty argillite, the remainder being

greenstone, greenstone breccia, and argillaceous fragments. The

chert conglomerate crops out at the interface between the Vester

Formation and the melange terrain and may represent a basal

conglomerate.

The calcarenite is 15 centimeters thick and can be traced for

275 meters in a northeasterly trend from Murderers Creek alluvium to
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Figure 31. Silicified Vester greywacke from station 7-14; note
indistinct grain boundaries and light colored layers
due to concentrations of feldspar.
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Figure 32. Chert pebble conglomerate from station 6-33 in
the Vester Formation.

Figure 33. Fine grained calcarenite from station 18-3 in
the Vester Formation.
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basalts of Quaternary age (Hampton and Brown, 1964). The rock is

very fine grained with the largest grains less than 0.1 millimeter.

Compositionally, the calcarenite contains approximately 55 percent

of reworked, rounded particles of carbonate mixed with argillaceous

material together with minor silt-sized quartz particles.

The zeolitic tuff occurs as an earthy yellowish-grey rock

spotted with greyish blebs of laumontite two millimeters in

diameter. The outcrop is massive, approximately two and one half

meters thick, and is cut by crude planer fractures. In thin section

the glass is seen to be highly chloritized with green chloritic

paste filling minute fractures which randomly transect the rock.

Mixed within the cryptocrystalline chloritic paste are finely

crystallized masses of quartz and albite, also alteration products

of volcanic glass. Plagioclase laths as much as one millimeter in

length are highly albititized and appear as dusty euhedral crystals

disseminated throughout the rock. Extremely fine aggregates of what

is believed to be epidote occur in minor amounts. The laumontite

exhibits two well developed cleavages along which the crystals are

fractured and subsequently filled with the chloritic paste.

Age

No fossil localities are known or could be found for parts of

the Vester Formation within the thesis area. However, ammonites and

pelecypods of lower upper Triassic (Karnian) age have been collected

within members of the Vester Formation 65 kilometers south in the
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Figure 34. Chloritized zeolitic tuff from station 7-3 in
the Vester Formation.
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Izee-Suplee area (Dickinson and Vigrass, 1965). These mollusks were

found in displaced limestone blocks within olithostromal carbonate

beds and were explained as originating on local carbonate platforms

perched on melange. The fossils were then relocated their present

horizons by limestone turbidites (Dickinson and Thayer, 1978). As

the unit is bracketed by mid-Triassic radiolaria collected from the

underlying melange terrain and by overlying Norian shelf deposits, a

Karnian age for the Vester Formation is fairly well established.

Origin and Metamorphism

The relatively few greywacke units within the Vester Formation

indicate their petrology the existance of an eroding highland,

compositionally equivalent to the melange presently exposed west of

the formation. Very limited paleocurrent data (N=3) indicates a

gross trend of east to southeast for sediment dispersal within the

Vester basin. Although limited it seems that this data

substantiates the existence of the Triassic highland on the west

flank of the depositional basin. Forces responsible for the

formation of this highland and adjoining basin continued into and

through the Karnian stage of the Triassic. Evidence for this

continued tectonism is the presence of olistostromal breccias shed

from unstable slopes and incorporated in portions of the Vester in

contact with melange, and the actual incorporation of large slices

of basin margin into the melange as intact packages (Dickinson and

Thayer, 1978). After deposition, tight northeast-trending folds
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formed in the formation. As no examples of a well developed slaty

cleavage could be found associated with this folding event (Geiser,

1975; Maxwell, 1962), it would seem that the sediments were still

poorly indurated during deformation. However, it should be noted

that no examples of soft sediment deformation features could be

found in the poorly exposed Vester rocks. The lack of intense

fracturing, which should result from such tight folding, could be

explained by pressure solution of the original minerals to relieve

the built up shear stress (Elliott, 1973). No direct evidence for

pressure solution could be 'seen in thin section, (see Mosher,

1981). However, the secondary quartz-albite solution permeation

could be construed as evidence for mobilization and adjustment of

original minerals.

Exposed tectonic highlands of a melange nature are known in

active subduction zones of the present and those preserved in the

rock record. Tectonic basins of various configurations are also

known to be associated with such highs in the subduction complex

(Cowan, 1974; Dickinson, 1971, 1973; Dickinson and Seely, 1979;

Grow, 1973; Karig and Sharman, 1975; Scholl and Marlow, 1972; Seely,

1979; Seely and others, 1974). Rocks of the Vester Formation are

believed to have been deposited in some basin located in an

arc-trench gap active during the late Triassic (Dickinson, 1979).

The field relations examined, such as the association of the Vester

rocks with the oceanic rock types represented within the melange,

the compressive deformation of the formation, and the total lack of
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terriginous sedimentation within the area, favor such an origin for

the Vester Formation. The limited andesitic material noted in the

formation favors a location for the depositional basin relatively

near the trench and distant from the arc. A large exposure of the

melange underlies the Vester Formation along its eastern margin (see

figure 4) and the contact between them appears to be depositional.

This observation leads to the conclusion that the Vester Formation

was deposited at least partially within a structural depression in

the melange. The spatial relationship of the Vester Formation with

the overlying Fields Creek Formation necessitates interpreting that

the ponded or partially ponded basin was located on the back margin

of the melange highland away from the trench (figure 35).

The metamorphic grade of the rocks within the Vester Formation

lies in the laumontite sub-facies of the zeolite facies and possibly

in the prehnite-pumpellyite facies. The bases for the determination

of metamorphic grade was primarily the alteration of volcanic glass

to laumontite, chlorite, quartz, and albite in the sub-vitric tuff

from 7-3 and the alteration of plagioclase phenocrysts to albite.

All rocks examined contain abundant chlorite, some clear quartz and

calcite, and occasionally epidote. Alteration in these rocks may be

related to the compressional forces which folded and fractured the

sedimentary rocks during a crossfolding of the original

northeast-trending structures. The refolding of the Vester

Formation is associated with the episode of deformation which folded

the overlying Fields Creek Formation. The second folding event
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Hypothetical restored cross section through the melange, with the likely
position for the Vester depositional basin indicated by the right insert
which shows the developement of structures and unconform&ties. The left
insert shows initial stages of slope sedimentation ( after Moore and
Karig, 1976 ).
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could be responsible for the fracturing seen in the field and the

mobilization of the quartz-albite solutions within the Vester

rocks. If alteration of the Vester Formation was initiated while

the sediments were semi-lithified and retained significant pore

water then trapped sea water could be hypothesized to be a partial

chemical source for the authengenic growth of alteration products in

the rocks (Brown and Thayer, 1963).
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Fields Creek Formation

The Fields Creek Formation is the oldest of four formations that

make up the Aldrich Mountain Group which contains as much as 10,060

meters of dark marine lutites interlayered with andesite and basalt

flows, lentils of basement olistostromal slide breccias, greywacke

and calcarenite turbidite deposits, and andesitic volcaniclastic

beds. The formations of the Aldrich Mountain Group are separated on

the basis of lithologic differences which reflect changes in

sediment influx and source during basin evolution (Dickinson and

Thayer, 1978).

The Fields Creek Formation is located in the eastern half of the

field area covering a 23.5 square kilometer wedge shaped area which

extends from the northwest corner of the map area to the southeast

corner (see figure 4). The terrain occupied by the formation varies

in topographic relief from rugged in the northern portions to

subdued and thick soiled toward the south. Generally, excellent

exposures can be found along the various road cuts in the area and

upon ridges and knolls, whereas, valley and slope exposures are

generally exceedingly poor.

The portion of the Fields Creek Formation within the map

boundaries represents a depositional thickness of perhaps as much as

396 meters. The section measurement must be approximate due to poor

exposures and the massive disruption of bedding at various horizons

within the formation. Fields Creek rocks in many locations appear
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Figure 36a. Middle and upper members of the Fields Creek
Formation, to the north of the map area (looking
east from station 23-1).

Figure 36b. Typical Fields Creek topography and cover within
the map boundaries (looking northeast from
station 30-9).
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to rest unconformably upon the melange terrain to the west. Faulted

contacts between the units are also common with slices of the Field

Creek Formation completely enclosed in the melange as coherent

packets. This structural relationship, of the Fields Creek

Formation to the melange terrain is identical, if not as involved,

as that of the Vester Formation to the melange. In the southern

portion of the map area the western margin of the Fields Creek

Formation is faulted against rocks of the Vester Formation and

isolated exposures of the melange, along the high angle Poison Creek

fault (see plate 1). Approximately 460 meters of the contact

between the Fields Creek and Vester Formations (within section 6,

T15S., R29E.) appears to be unconformable according to Dickinson and

Thayer (1978). The exposures along this portion of the contact are

extremely poor and some question as to the accuracy of such a

statement can be raised. When examined carefully the area in

question was found to contain exposures of sheared serpentine and a

feeder dike belonging to the Columbia River Group (see plate 1),

both which tend to indicate that the area is a zone of weakness,

possibly a fault. A faulted contact between the Fields Creek and

Vester Formations in this area would be more consistant with the

contact between the two units as seen elsewhere.

The Fields Creek Formation is, for the most part, made up of

dark marine lutites in the form of black shales and grey black

siliceous mudstones. The lutites are interlayered with individual

layers varying in thickness between two centimeters and two or more
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meters. In volume, the marine lutites account for approximately 60

to 70 percent of the formation. Locally they grade into sandstone

and comglomerate turbidite deposits which vary in frequency

throughout the unit. After deposition the entire formation was

compressed into isoclinal folds with bedding planes near vertical

and trending northwest to southeast.

Based on field observations the Fields Creek Formation within

the map area is divided into three members informally designated the

basal, middle, and upper, positioned west to east respectively. The

members are differentiated by distinctive lithologic and structural

variations which are vary apparent in the field.

Basal Member

The basal Fields Creek member represents nearly 60 percent of

that part of the formation within the thesis boundaries and rests on

and against the melange terrain and Vester Formation. Structurally,

the basal member is characterized by large sections of disrupted and

ductilely deformed lutites and courser equivalents. Often, these

deformed piles of lutites cover areas as large as a half kilometer

square. The stratigraphic emplacement of these masses together with

the style of their deformation indicates that the large sections of

the water saturated lutites were shed off unstable submarine slopes

and flowed and mixed as a thick paste to be deposited as highly

deformed masses (see figure 37 and figure 38).
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Figure 37. Soft sediment folding of the Fields Creek lutites
as a result of gravitational sliding. Lower

photographs illustrate the plastic molding and
injection of the sediments ( station 32-12, in map
view ). Many of the beds are folded 180 degrees to
where the limbs are in contact with each other and
fold noses are end to end ( see insets b and c ).
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Figure 38a, Deformed sediments at station 24-14 ( section view ).
The dark lines indicate the gross bedding lineation
whereas the orientations give an indication as to the
degree of twisting and buckling within the unit as is
seen in the field.

15 Meters

Figure 38b. Soft sediment mixing and deformation of shales and
mudstones at station 25-4 within the Fields Creek
Formation ( section view ). The chaotic mass is the
product of submarine sliding while the sediments were
semi-indurated.
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Within the basal member large olistostromal slide breccias are

stratigraphically encased in the lutites. The olistrostromes are

elongated along northwest axes parallel with bedding and vary in

length from 110 to 2090 meters. They form excellent exposures

jutting out of the less resistant lutites as large blocky masses.

The slide breccias are composed almost entirely of angular fragments

derived from the pre-existing melange terrain. The composition of

the clasts is varied and includes all melange rock types previously

discussed. Greenstones and chert breccias are the predominate rock

types amounting to approximately 75 percent of an olistostromal

block. The size of individual fragments ranges between blocks six

meters or more in diameter and the microscopic crushed material

which forms the matrix for the breccia.

Several olistostromes in the northeast corner of the basal

member, although physically identical to the other slide blocks, are

unique in that they are composed of subangular fragments of a

soda-rich tonalite. This petrographic type is not to be found in

present melange exposures of the area, but is found associated with

gabbroic rocks at other melange localities in the region (Brown and

Thayer, 1966; Gilluly, 1933; Taubeneck, 1950) and in association

with many ophiolitic successions in general (Thayer, 1978; Upadhyay

and Neale, 1979).
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The tonalite accounts for 25 to 40 percent of the breccia clasts

within the anomalous olistostromes, with fragments ranging in size

from less than a millimeter to ten centimeters or more in diameter.

In general, the olistostromes often contain large fragments (100

feet or more in diameter) of Fields Creek sediments. These ripped

up sections of the Fields Creek Formation contain jumbled masses of

mudstones and occasionally coarser equivalents, in which coherent

and deformed bedding can be seen (figure 40). These included

sedimentary bodies lack the quartz veining common to the Vester

rocks, therefore, it is assumed that the included sediments were

derived from the Fields Creek Formation.

The basal member of the Fields Creek Formation is also

characterized by basaltic and andesitic volcanics intercalated with

dark mudstones and shales at various horizons throughout the

section. The flows vary in thickness from one to two and a half

meters and account for nearly eight percent of the member. The

majority of the volcanic layers contain dense dark aphanitic

basaltic blebs, 10 to 14 centimeters in diameter, separated by as

much as 12 centimeters of an amorphous chloritic matrix which also

forms the margin of the flows in contact with the lutites. An

occasional unit will contain larger ellipsodal segregations of a

vesicular nature which resemble pillow structures (figure 42). The

vesicular lava is lighter in color, typically brownish tan to

pinkish grey, with the interiors of individual forms having a darker

hue. The vesicles, which are often filled with calcite and/or



Figure 40a. Chaotic mudstone and shale bedding containing
fragments of a sandstone layer; unit displaced as
a portion of an olithostrome ( station 24-39 ).

4e HE

1 meter

Figure 40b. Coherent mudstone beds encased in a chaotic mix
of shale and mudstone ( station 24-85 ).
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6 meters

Figure 40c. Fragments of Fields Creek sediments ripped up and
carried by a greenstone olithostrome. Flowage is
evident around sedimentary blocks and mudstone block
increased in size as it rotated ( station 31-60 ).
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Figure 41. Greenstone breccia in contact with deformed Fields
Creek lutites, both part of a large olistostromal
body (station 24 -28).
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Figure 42. Fields Creek pillow basalt located at station 24-22.
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Figure 43a, Fields Creek basalt in contact with siliceous
mudstone located at 24-25 (possibly the unit
is partially pillawed).

Figure 43b. Typical spherodal weathering in the massive Fields
Creek volcanics (station 24-3).
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chlorite, increase in size and abundance near the margins of the

pillows. Each form is surrounded by a friable chloritic zone of

alteration which may represent the remains of chilled glassy margins.

Greyish brown massive andesitic flows can also be found in the

basal member, however they are less common than the basaltic types

being limited to a couple of exposures. Many of these contain dence

interiors and become vesicular toward flow margins.

Middle and Upper Members

The middle member of the Fields Creek Formation is structurally

unconformable on the basal member and consists of a thick sequence

of the typical black shales and bedded siliceous mudstones. This

sequence is estimated as 2750 meters thick. Occasionally, greywacke

and conglomerate turbidite deposits are intercaled with the lutites

and contain fragments derived from the melange terrain and/or Vester

Formation. The middle member exhibits none of the disruption

typical in the lutites of the basal member. Also conspicuous,

within the middle member, is a general lack of volcanics

interlayered with the lutites.

The upper member is exposed only within the extreme northeast

corner of the map area (see plate 1) and is separated from the

middle member by a slight angular unconformity (figure 44). This

member varies from the others in that it contains, intercalated with

the typical mudstones, layers (two millimeters to several meters in

thickness) of a light tan altered vitric tuff which weathers to a
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Figure 44. Looking from station 20-5 at the unconformable
contact between the middle and upper members of
the Fields Creek Formation (left and right
respectively) just north of the field area.
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distinctive reddish brown color. The tuffaceous layers are rich in

vitric fragments and the rock contains bedding features common to

sedimentary deposition.

Petrography

Siliceous Mudstones. The dark grey siliceous mudstones of the

Fields Creek Formation weather to shades of tannish brown and break

into blocky fragments along well developed fracture planes. The

mudstones consist of layers (one millimeter to two centimeters) of

alternating dark mudstone and brown siliceous-rich layers. The

excellent contrast between the layers exemplifies the soft sediment

deformation, within the mudstones, in the form of convolute lamellae

(figure 46). These features are best observed on weathered surfaces.

Unlike the Vester mudstones, the mudstones typical of the Fields

Creek Formation, although fractured, show none of the secondary

quartz solution permeation and little displacement along fracture

planes.

In thin section the mudstones are seen to contain isolated

grains of quartz and albite laths within a matrix composed of dark

clay and various proportions of yellowish green chloritic paste.

Grain size is generally less than 0.02 millimeters in diameter.

Lighter-colored layers within the mudstones contain higher

concentrations of quartz and albite often as intergrowths with

chlorite. The mudstones also contain small amounts of carbonaceous

matter and occasional calcite crystals. Lighter layers contain
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Figure 45. Deformed grey mudstones belonging to the lower
member of the Fields Creek Formation (station
30-45).
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Figure 46a. Soft sediment deformation within a dark mudstone
from station 5-15 in the Fields Creek Formation.



Figure 46b. Light colored silica-rich mudstone exhibiting
convolute deformation features (station 29-9).

Figure 46c. Soft sediment deformation in a Fields Creek
mudstone of intermediate silica content (station
32-1).

99
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(rarely) a small bladed mineral, pale green in color, which exhibits

a strong birefringence. These small crystals are believed to be

prehnite although the typical prehnite habit is not seen.

Soda-Tonalite. The tonalite appears equilgranular, with a grain

size of approximately two millimeters, and is highly altered to

chlorite which imparts a greenish cast to the rock. Approximately

80 percent of the soda-rich tonalite is composed primarily of

albite-quartz intergrowths, with the plagioclase (An8) in various

stages of alteration to quartz. Quartz makes up approximately 40

percent of the tonalite and its relationship to the albite is

texturally varied between individual breccia fragments in the rock.

Most albite-quartz intergrowths display a myrmekitic texture (figure

48). The albite and quartz also display a granitic texture, and in

rare instances are found together as graphic intergrowths (figure

49). The plagioclase is clouded by saussuritic alterations which

include epidote and sericite, and occasionally relatively calcic

cores (An30) can be recognized within the plagioclase crystals.

Chlorite within the tonalite often forms pseudomorphs after

biotite with portions of the original biotite, although green in

color, occasionally identified by its strong birefringence. Epidote

is only slightly less abundant than chlorite and is found as an

alteration product, both as intergrowths within plagioclase and as

small crystals and masses often along fractures in the sample.

Together chlorite and epidote represent approximately 20 percent of

the tonalite. Iron oxide and apatite are minor constituents.
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Figure 47a. Typical soda-tonalite breccia from block within
an olistostromal unit (station 24-17).

0 1 2 3 4
I 1 clm 1 I

Figure 47b. Less typical sample of tonalite displaying rounded
clasts in a turbid matrix (station 24-90).
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Figure 48. Albite-quartz myrmekite in soda-rich tonalite ( X100 ).
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Figure 49. Graphic albite-quartz intergrowths in a tonalite
fragment ( X100 ).
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The fragments of sodic tonalite in the olithostromal blocks are

randomly cut by veins of clear albite. The composition of the

albite within these veins as determined by a-normal sections is

approximately An5.

Basal Volcanics. Basalts of the Fields Creek Formation are

spilitic in nature with a sodic plagioclase (oligoclase) and with

the mafic minerals largely altered to chlorite. Generally, the

rocks are subophitic in texture with the euhedral plagioclase and

corroded mafics ranging between 0.1 and 0.6 millimeters in size.

Saussuritic plagioclase makes up to 40 percent of a sample and

contains chlorite, sericite, and epidote as alterations along

cleavage planes. The average composition of the plagioclase is

An12. Fracturing of the plagioclase is common and many of the

crystals are bent. In some pillow form lavas the plagioclase

crystals are arranged sub-parallel to the margins of individual

pillows. In all samples the augite, which represents approximately

20 percent of the rock, is as much as 75 percent altered to

chlorite. Occasionally a basaltic sample contains as much as five

percent of recognizable olivine. These relict crystals can be one

millimeter in diameter and, as with the clinopyroxene, are largely

altered to pseudomorphic chlorite. Often the chlorite pseudomorphs

are in the form of finely felted intergrowths containing minor

amounts of granular epidote. Iron oxides are always associated with

the mafic phenocrysts, and in the lighter-colored basalts can

account for 15 percent of the sample.
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The vesicular nature of the basalt varies greatly from massive

types totally lacking vesicles to samples in which vesicles

represent 25 percent of the rock by volume. Of the vesicular

basalts three principle types predominate; those with unfilled

vesicules and a high iron oxide content, those similar to the above

but with vesicules filled by calcite, and those of a pinkish green

color which contain amygdules of primarily chlorite and pumpellyite

with minor albite and quartz. The chlorite within the vesicules is

flaky, pale green exhibits bluish interference colors. The

pumpellyite is recongnized by its clear bluish-green pleochroism,

prismatic habit, and brownish interference colors which migrate the

length of the crystals as the stage is rotated.

The andesites of the basal member are pilotaxitic in texture and

are fine grained containing no crystals larger than 0.7

millimeters. These andesites are pyroxene rich with augite making

up 20 percent in some samples. The augite is often bent and in

stages of alteration to chlorite. Euhedral plagioclase crystals are

identified as andesine (An37) and account for 45 percent of the

sample, making up much of the groundmass. The plagioclase laths are

clouded by chlorite, albite, and sericite alteration products, and

many of the crystals exhibit strain shadows.

Approximately 20 percent of the andesite is composed of an iron

oxide and yellowish-green chloritic paste. Calcite-filled vesicules

make up another ten percent of the sample.
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Figure 50. Fields Creek basaltic variants including from left
to right a pinkish-green amygdaloid basalt, a lighter
colored vesicular basalt, and a dark colored fine
grained basalt (stations 24 -33, 6-52, and 24-22
respectively).
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Figure 51. Fields Creek vesicular andesite from station 5-44.
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Coarse Clastics. The coarse clastics of the Fields Creek

Formation are generally greywacke sandstones which locally can grade

into conglomeritic units. The greywackes often form resistant

ridges on weathered slopes and are oxidized to a rusty brown color.

The grains are subrounded, often well graded, with the grain size

varying from 0.03 millimeter sized particles to clasts eight

millimeters in diameter. Graded bedding is often obscure in the

field, but is clear on slabbed sections (figure 52). Fields Creek

greywackes are composed almost totally of fragments derived from the

melange terrain to the west. These rock fragments include chert and

cherty argillite (35 percent), microlitic greenstone (20 percent),

felsitic greenstone (2 percent), metagabbro (5 percent),

serpentinized peridotite (5 percent), argillite and mudstone (5

percent). The remainder of the framework is composed of fragments

of oligoclase (20 percent), quartz (4 percent), augite (2 percent),

hypersthene (1 percent), and epidote and apatite (1 percent). The

greywackes can be divided into two distinct groups based on the type

and quantity of the matrix. One group is identical to the Vester

greywackes and contains ten percent matrix composed of a iron

oxide-chlorite paste, of a yellowish green brown color, mixed with

crushed framework debris. The second group of greywackes contains

approximately 15 percent matrix composed of diagenetic calcite. On

a slabbed surface this carbonate matrix imparts a distinctive

blue-grey hue to the rock (figure 53). Greywackes with a carbonate

matrix appear limited in distribution to section five, T15S., R29E.



Figure 52a. Typical Fields Creek greywackes of various grain
sizes (stations 5-17, 6-45, and 8-19).

Figure 52b. Fields Creek greywacke displaying excellent graded
bedding on the slabbed surface (station 32-19).
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Figure 53. Greywacke from station 5-10 in the Fields Creek
Formation. Note the blue-grey coloration imparted
to the rock by the carbonate matrix.

Figure 54. Volcanic greywacke from station 29-4 within the
Fields Creek Formation.
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and occur very infrequently. The Fields Creek greywackes are

feldspatholithic subquartzose sandstones (Crook, 1960) and plot on

Dickinson's (1970) triangular diagrams very near to area occupied by

the Vester greywackes (figure 55).

Volcaniclastics. Located at 29-4 within the middle member of

the Fields Creek Formation is an exposure of an anomalous volcanic

greywacke. Unlike the well cemented greywackes previously discussed

the volcanic greywacke is somewhat friable and contains, by volume

approximately one percent, unfilled spaces between fragments. The

degree of rounding is quite variable from small (4 1 millimeter)

angular elongated volcanic fragments to large (>3 millimeters)

subrounded mudstone fragments (figure 54).

For the most part the volcaniclastic has an andesitic

composition with microlitic rock fragments making up as much as 50

percent of the rock. Another 20 percent of the rock is composed of

fragments of recrystalized chert. Individual crystal constituents

include saussuritized oligoclase (10 percent), fractured augite (10

percent), hyperstene (5 percent), quartz (1 percent), and rare

cummingtonite. Included in the sample are relatively large, fine

grained mudstone fragments typical of Fields Creek lithologies. The

framework grains are loosely cemented by an orange-brown iron oxide

paste.

Unique to location 8-6 within the basal member of the Fields

Creek Formation is a fine grained (0.5 to 0.03 millimeter diameters)
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greywackes; see Table 1 for grain parameters and
Table 2 and Figure 11 for provenance.
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Figure 55c. QpLvLs plot of Fields Creek, Vester, and melange
greywackes; see Table 1 for grain parameters and
Table 2 and Figure 11 for provenance.
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Figure 55d. QmPK plot of Fields Creek, Vester, and melange

greywackes; see Table 1 for grain parameters and
Table 2 and Figure 11 for provenance.
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layered crystal tuff. The layers vary from one to five millimeters

in width and are caused by a variation in the concentration of

cryptocrystalline volcanic fragments. The composition of the layers

randomly varies from five to 90 percent volcanic rock fragments.

Composition of the rock is taken as an average of the various layers

seen in one thin section.

Individual crystal constituents include, in order of relative

abundance, saussuritic plagioclase including an undetermined amount

of potassium feldspar (30 percent), augite (20 percent), hypersthene

(10 percent), quartz (5 percent), cummingtonite and apatite

(trace). All the crystal components are fractured in varying

degrees and the rock as a whole is cut by large planer fractures.

The tuff is cemented and vein filled by calcite which imparts a

blue-grey tint to the rock. The calcite matrix makes up

approximately ten percent of the rock and weathers out accentuating

the layering in the tuff.

The tuffaceous sedimentary rocks which characterize the upper

member of the Fields Creek Formation (within the field area) are

distinctively layered as is evidenced on resistant cliffs typical of

the member (see figure 57). In thin section the rock is seen to be

composed of altered vitric fragments approximately 0.1 millimeters

in diameter surrounded by a greenish-brown chloritic paste. These

volcanic fragments are now composed of intergrowths of minute albite

laths and small quartz crystals. The albite found within the

fragments is clear and twinned. The quartz-albite intergrowths also
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Figure 56. Layered tuff from station 8-6 within the Fields Creek
Formation. Layering is evident due to the weathering
out of the calcite matrix.

Figure 57. Distinctively layered tuffaceous rocks of the upper
member of the Fields Creek Formation (looking north
from station 20-15).
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contain minor amounts of chlorite and prehnite. Small broken and

highly saussuritized plagioclase crystals together with fragments of

altered pyroxene can be found within the chloritic paste.

Age

Rocks of the Fields Creek Formation within the field area are

(as far as could be determined) non-fossiliferous. However, Norian

mollusks have been found within basal portions of the Fields Creek

Formation at other localities (Dickinson and Thayer, 1978). These

Norian fossils together with Karnian forms identified as typical

Vester fossils have been dissolved from resedimented limestone

blocks within the Fields Creek Formation (Dickinson, 1979; Dickinson

and Thayer, 1978). Fossils of Hettangian age have been collected

from the Murderers Creek Greywacke which overlies the Fields Creek

Formation (Dickinson and Thayer, 1978).

The above fossil evidence indicates that the rocks of the Fields

Creek Formation were deposited sometime between the Norian stage of

the Triassic and the Hettangian stage of the Jurassic.

Origin

Rocks of the Fields Creek Formation originated, for the most

part, as sediments shed off the melange terrain which existed as an

eroding highland during Fields Creek deposition. Unfortunately, no

reliable paleocurrent data were obtained from the formation and a

generally eastward sediment dispersal must be inferred from the
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petrology of the various greywacke units within the formation and

the presence of the massive olistostromes incorporated within the

sedimentary unit. The presence of the melange derived olistostromes

and the massive slide blocks of disrupted Fields Creek rocks

indicates that the forces responsible for the development of the

melange high trangressed eastward causing the deformation and uplift

of the western margin of the Fields Creek depositional basin at

least through the period of basal member deposition. During the

time between the basal and middle member deposition compressive

forces weakened, and subsidance of the depositional basin and uplift

of the melange equalized. Fairly continuous steady-state deposition

then occurred for the remainder of the formation of the Fields Creek

basin. Sometime before the deposition of the overlying Jurassic

units the compressive forces once again became dominate uplifting

and contracting the basin containing the Fields Creek rocks.

Folding of the Fields Creek Formation occurred along

northwest-southeast trending axes, an event which is related to the

cross folding of the Vester Formation along the same trend. The

sediments of the Fields Creek Formation were folded while they were

poorly indurated and still contained significant pore water.

Pressure solution deformation can be ruled out as many examples of

soft sediment deformation and injection structures can be found

throughout the formation. It is believed that the rocks of the

Fields Creek Formation were deposited in a forearc locale in close

association with the collapsed Vester basin, with the tectonic
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highland along the western margin of the Fields Creek basin

resulting from stresses associated with subduction tectonics active

along the margin of the North American craton during the late

Triassic (Dickinson, 1979). The total lack of terriginous sediments

and the inclusion of oceanic components supports a forearc

environment of deposition for the rocks of the formation.

The Fields Creek basin experienced localized volcanism during

its early sedimentary history, the source of which can not be

identified from present exposures. There is difficulty in

explaining an andesitic source for some of the flows within the

basal portion of the Fields Creek Formation. However, anomalous

andesites can occasionally be found associated with basalts and

oceanic sediments in proximal trench locations (A. Niem, personal

communication, 1980). The cessation of volcanic extrusion by the

time of deposition for the middle member is no doubt related to the

decrease in compressive forces at the same time in the depositional

history. The fine marine laid tuffaceous sediments in the upper

member of the Fields Creek Formation is an indication of the

existence of a fairly distant volcanic arc during sediment

dispersal. Dickinson (1979) suggests that this andesitic arc is the

Huntington Arc.
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Metamorphism

Rocks of the Fields Creek Formation were metamorphosed under

sub-greenschist conditions. The metamorphic grade of the unit, as

is evidenced by authengenic mineral assemblages in thin section,

consistently falls within the lower portions of the prehnite

pumpellyite metagreywacke facies as described by Coombs (1960).

Some association of chlorite, albite, quartz, prehnite, and calcite

is found in all samples examined and pumpellyite is common to the

basal volcanic rocks.

Rocks of the Fields Creek Formation are unfoliated and no

examples of axial plane cleavages could be identified. What

fractures there are, crosscut the matrix and clasts indiscriminately

and unlike the fracturing within the Vester Formation are not quartz

filled.
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Jurassic Intrusives

A small (1.5 square kilometers in area) intrusive stock

surrounds the summit of Fields Creek in the northeast corner of the

map area. This stock correlates with intrusive event which produced

the bald Mountain batholith and associated stocks, of northeastern

Oregon, from which radiometric dates between 100 and 145 m.y.B.P.

have been determined (Brown and Thayer, 1966). In map view the

stock is irregular in outline and from the low elevations along

Fields Creek the stock is conspicuous by a general lack of forest

cover on the sediments of the Fields Creek Formation through which

the stock intruded (figure 58). Exposure is generally good except

on the brushy northern slopes of Fields Peak where outcrop exposure

is essentially zero.

The granodiorite (Thayer and Brown, 1966) intrusion is

porphyritic and weathers to a reddish grey. On fresh surfaces the

medium grained rock is a light blueish grey and is sprinkled with

mafic minerals which locally display a parallel arrangement.

Plagioclase, quartz, biotite, and hornblende can be recognized in

hand samples. The hornblende phenocrysts can be as much as eight

millimeters in length, but, most of the phenocrysts are no more than

three millimeters in diameter.

Textural and mineralogical variations noted in the field are

primarily a function of an increase and decrease in hornblende and a

decrease in grain size along contacts. For a detailed study of the



Figure 58a. View of the forest cover on the intrusive stock on
Fields Peak (looking northeast from station 30-9).

Figure 58b. Contrast between the grassy slopes of the Fields
Creek sediments and the tree covered intrusive
(looking north from station 20-5).
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Jurassic-Cretaceous intrusives of the northeast Oregon see

Taubeneck's extensive work (1967, 1964, 1960, 1958b, 1957a, 1955a,

1955b).

Although Thayer and Brown classified the composition of the

stock as granodiorite, the petrographic examination of two thin

sections indicates that at least portions of the intrusive can be

identified as tonalite. Under the microscope the tonalite displays

a hypidiomorphic granular texture and subhedral plagioclase,

hornblende, biotite, and minor potassium feldspar, enclosed in a

primarily plagioclase-quartz-biotite martix. In the slides examined

the minerals lack any orientation.

Plagioclase crystals (60 percent) are well zoned and vary in

composition from calcic cores (An55) to sodic rims (An34). Twinning

according to carlsbad and albite twin laws are common. Sericitic

alteration is common to the sodic cores. Quartz (25 percent)

together with minor amounts of potassium feldspar (2 percent) is

interstitual and slightly strained. Occasionally quartz-albite

myrmekite can be found replacing the potassium feldspar. The

primary mafic minerals include hornblende (3-8 percent) and biotite

(8-12 percent). In the two sections there seems to be an inverse

relationship between hornblende and biotite with an increase in one

accompanied by a decrease in the other. Yellowish-brown to brown

hornblende is poikilitic and contains small inclusions of quartz and

rare clinopyroxene, and is occasionally rimmed by biotite or fibrous



Figure 59. Weathered and relative fresh samples of the Fields
Peak stock. Sample on the right is hornblende rich
(from stations 20-6 and 29-23).
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actinolite. Biotite is often euhedral and generally partly altered

to chlorite. The biotite is more abundant as an interstitual

component rather than phenocrysts and is often associated with minor

amounts of iron oxide. Small euhedral prisms of apatite can be

found within the biotite crystals.

Associated with the Fields Peak intrusive are various dikes and

sills exposed at various horizons within the Fields Creek

Formation. The dikes and sills generally can not be traced far.

However, a linear trend of northwest to southeast is apparent

following the near vertical bedding planes in the sedimentary

rocks. The dikes and sills associated with the Jurassic stock vary

in appearance from those with large (eight millimeters in length)

crystals of hornblende to those with weathered plagioclase

phenocrysts predomanently seen in hand samples.

The intrusion of the Fields Peak stock produced pronounced

thermal alterations within the Fields Creek sediments adjacent to

the stock. The metamorphism is localized and can not be identified

further than 155 meters from the stock. The most notable of the

alterations is the presence of a green chlorite with bluish

interference colors, found within the siliceous mudstones. The

chlorite occurs as fine flakes in contrast to the diagenetic

cryptocrystalline variety common to the sediments. Radiating

sheaves of actinolite can also be found in the contact metamorphosed

sediments.
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Figure 60. A variety of porphyritic Jurassic dike rocks from
various horizons within the Fields Creek Formation
(stations 19-10, 30-7, 30-2, and 32-22).

Figure 61. Thermally metamorphosed siliceous mudstones of the
Fields Creek Formation; note the greenish cast to
the rocks (stations 20-7 and 20-12).



Tertiary Units

Clarno Volcanics
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In the northwest portion of the field area small exposures of

reworked volcanic debris and poorly bedded volcanic mudflows are

found. These rocks are correlated to the Clarno Formation by Thayer

and Brown (1966) and are very poorly exposed in an area of

approximately one square kilometer. Outcrops are seldom larger than

three meters in diameter and contain roughly horizontal indistinct

bedding planes.

The volcanic debris consists of angular and subrounded blocks of

andesitic-dacitic material embedded in a muddy sand matrix. The

blocks vary in size but average 12 centimeters in diameter. Cobble

conglomerate layers, 12 centimeters thick, are interlayered with the

volcanics. Similar rocks from known Clarno outcrops can be found

within the Courtrock and Monument quadrangles 52 kilometers north of

the area (Thayer and Brown 1966).

Columbia River Group

Large columnar jointed cliffs (approximately 275 meters high) of

basalts belonging to the Columbia River Group overlie the

pre-Tertiary rocks along the western margin of the Field area (see

figure 4). Generally, the flows are tilted down to the west with

dips rarely exceeding ten degrees. Individual flows average about

20 meters thick and weather to shades of grey or brown.
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Figure 62a. Weathered Clarno outcrop from station 26-7.

0 1 2 3 4
I IIcm I I

Figure 62b. Sample of the volcanic conglomerate at station 26-7.
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The basalts vary in appearance from massive, dark-colored,

fine-grained varieties to porous basalts containing abundant white

plagioclase phenocrysts. The Columbia River Basalts west of the

area have been studied in detail elsewhere (Taubeneck, 1955; Thayer,

1957; Thayer and Brown 1966; Waters, 1961)

Monument Dike Swarm

Numerous basaltic dikes, injected vertically along a northwest

to southeast trend, crosscut the northern half of the thesis area.

These dikes follow the regional trends seen in the pre-Tertiary

rocks of the area and often can be traced for hundreds of meters.

The dikes have been identified by Thayer (1967) as belonging to the

Monument Dike Swarm, a system of feeder dikes for flows of the

Columbia River Group. The dikes vary in textural appearance in much

the same manner as the flow basalts to the west, and generally they

are two to four meters thick. Often weathering is accentuated along

the margins of the dikes with some examples of spheroidal weathering

evidenced (figure 63).

In thin section the basalts are seen to be ophitic to subophitic

in texture with plagioclase (An55) enclosed or partially enclosed by

augite. Scattered sparcely throughout the slide are labradorite

phenocrysts up to five millimeters in length. The plagioclase

phenocrysts are only a minor portion of the total plagioclase which

makes up approximately 50 percent of the sample. Occasionally the

labradorite laths are poikiliticaly enclosed by euhedral augite
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Figure 63. Four examples of variations in weathering
characteristics and fracture patterns in
dikes of the Monument Dike Swarm found
throughout the northern half of the Fields
Creek Formation.
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Figure 63a. A small basaltic outcrop at station 23-36, which
is cut by large vertical fractures.
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Figure 63b. The margin of a basaltic dike showing accentuated
weathering along the contact and fracturing of the
dike in planes parallel to the contact (station
23-2).
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Figure 63c. Columner jointed basaltic dike from station 25-5
exhibiting spheroidal weathering at the margins.

11

Figure 63d. Columner jointed basaltic dike with columns down
and away to the left in the photograph. The ends
of the columns are weathered (station 23-13).
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Figure 64. Typical basaltic rocks from dikes belonging to the
Monument Dike Swarm (stations 23-10, 23-11, 23-13,
and 23-36). Note the fresh appearence as compared
to the basalts of the Fields Creek Formation.
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crystals which account for nearly 25 percent of the sample.

Olivine, which makes up approximately 15 percent of the rock, is

commonly surrounded and infiltrated along fractures by a red

iddingsite or iron oxide which makes up nearly nine percent of the

sample. Orthopyroxene and apatite occur in very minor quantities in

the slide with the small crystals of apatite found within the

platioclase laths. All of the minerals within the section display

much fracturing and are occasionally completely shattered.
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Quaternary Geology

Glaciation and Alluvium

The topography of the field area was modified during the

pleistocene by alpine glaciation resulting in wide U-shaped valleys,

most notably along Fields and Murderers Creeks. At higher

elevations west of Fields Creek small silted glacial tarns have

formed marshlands, and approximately 2.6 square kilometers in the

northern part of the field area to the east of and above the present

Fields Creek drainage system, is covered by terraced glacial gravels

and cobbles. This glacial terrace may be equivalent to upper

portions of Rattlesnake Formation (Thayer and Brown, 1966).

The major streams within the area are alluviated by reworked

glacial gravels and much sliding and slumping occurs on the steep

valley slopes. Large slump blocks and debris flows occur in the

area and were mapped only when of such size as to completely obscure

the basement geology.

Along minor drainages small pockets (two meters in diameter) of

Mazama ash can be found. The ash is light grey, unconsolidated, and

very fine grained, composed entirely of silt-sized particles.

Quarternary Basalt

Within the southeast portion of the map area is an approximately

2.5 square kilometer exposure of basalt identified by Thayer and
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Figure 65. Alluvium filled Pleistocene lake in the southern
portion of the field area (looking east from
station 18-8).
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Brown (1966) as equivelent to Quaternary basalts overlying the

Pliocene-Pleistocene Rattlesnake Formation. The location of these

basalts is on Dutchman Flats 32 kilometers to the west of the thesis

area (see Brown and Thayer, 1966). This post-Rattlesnake basalt has

been little studied and is dated by its stratigraphic position over

the Rattlesnake Formation of Pliocene age.

Within the field area the basalt is best exposed in the east

half of section 18 where six-meter-thick columner jointed flows sit

on top of Vester mudstones. The basalt flows are nearly horizontal

and weather to a light rusty-grey color. A planer fabric is evident

on fresh surfaces. The basalt is dark-colored, fine-grained, and

very porous, and on polished surfaces is seen to contain

segregations of light brown cindery stringers swirled together with

lenticular and stringy dark fragments. Widely spaced glassy

plagioclase phenocrysts up to 18 millimeters in length together with

rarer pyroxene phenocrysts are also evident on the slabbed surface.

Under the microscope the basalt exhibits a protoclastic texture

with the large rounded plagioclase phenocrysts set in a fabric of

trachyitic broken oligoclase laths. All minerals show signs of

eroded margins and fracturing. Small areas within the slide contain

randomly oriented laths of plagioclase enclosed by highly fractured

remnants of pyroxene. In general, most of the sample is subophitic

with smaller and fresher subhedral crystals of subcalcic augite

(2V=35) partially enclosing the subhedral oligoclase laths. The

oligoclase laths display a flow structure around the more calcic
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Figure 66. Quaternary basalt from station 18-4 displaying dark
basaltic fragments within a light brown cindery
fraction.
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(An40) phenocrysts and indicate that the larger crystals were

rotated and rounded within the flowing magma (figure 67).

The groundmass contains grains of plagioclase and pyroxene with

grains varying in size between 0.1 and 0.5 millimeters with as mush

as 20 percent interstitual glass containing minor potassium feldspar.

The large plagioclase phenocrysts are well twinned according to

carlsbad and albite laws, and display vague zones between cross

nicols. The rarer diopsidic-augite phenocrysts contain fresh

unfractured centers with the margins containing intergrowths of iron

oxide within the fractures. The intergrowths of iron oxide within

the fractured margins of the augite form the appearance of a

myrmekite texture. Based on visual estiments the minerals make up

the following percentages in the rock; plagioclase 45 percent,

clinopyroxene 30 percent, glass 15 percent, orthopyroxene 5 percent,

potassium feldspar 5 percent, apatite trace, and iron oxide trace.
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Figure 67. Eroded plagioclase phenocryst within the Quaternary
basalt with smaller laths of oligoclase arranged
sub-parallel to the margins of the phenocryst ( X40 ).
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Figure 68. Augite crystal within the Quaternary basalt containing
a fresh unfractured core and iron oxide forming in
fractured margin ( X40 ).
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STRUCTURAL GEOLOGY

Introduction

Structures within the Murderers Creek Area are complicated due

to structural overprinting which resulted from multiple deformations

of the area during the geologic history as outlined above. A major

structural style change is evidenced by pre-Cretaceous deformation

related to subduction tectonics and accretion along the margin of

North America during that period, and post-Jurassic deformation

related to tectonism along a now relatively stable cratonic margin.

The structural overprinting within the area fails to mask the

various earlier deformational styles. Basically, three principal

styles of deformation can be recognized within the Murderers Creek

Area; 1- a pervasive shearing of the melange terrain, 2- an

isoclinal folding of the Vester and Fields Creek Formations, and

3- a regional tilting and oroclinal flexure of the area.

The oroclinal flexure superimposed on older structures within

the Murderers Creek Area is evident on aerial photographs and in the

field (see plate 1) by the bending of bedding strike lineations

within the Fields Creek Formation around latitude 44° 17' 30" (see

figure 69) with that portion of the map area to the north of the

above latitude rotated approximately 40 degrees counterclockwise

relative to southern portions of the map area. It has been

concluded that the northern portion of the area rotated

counterclockwise relative to a stationary southern area on the basis
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of the observation that the structural orientations within the area

south of latitude 44° 17' 30" closely parallel trends throughout

much of the Blue Mountains Province. Also it seems likely that the

flexure of the region could have resulted from drag produced by left

lateral strike-slip movement along the John Day fault system located

eight kilometers north of the map area. A regional study of post

Jurassic rocks is needed to determine movements along the fault

through time to support such a hypothesis.

During the synthesis of all structural data, orientations above

latitude 44° 17' 30" were adjusted 40 degrees clockwise to

compensate for post-Cretaceous rotations before being plotted on

stereonets. As a consequence the north mark on the stereonets

refers to the pre-flexural "north". All of the structural

orientations are given in the appendix in uncorrected form as taken

in the field.

According to recent paleomagnetic studies by Wilson and Cox

(1980) the Blue Mountains Province has undergone a clockwise

rotation of approximately 60 degrees relative to the stable craton.

This rotation is believed by Wilson and Cox to have occurred, for

the most part, between early Cretaceous and Eocene times. The

orientations and observations dealing with the Murderers Creek Area

are not adjusted for this regional rotation.



Pre-Cretaceous Structures

Melange
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The melange terrain is structurally characterized by a pervasive

shearing of the serpentinite-peridotite-metagabbro matrix and a

relatively lesser shearing of the oceanic blocks included within the

matrix. The shears and joints within the melange generally follow

the northeast to northwest (south to north respectively) arcuate

trend of the melange as it follows the oroclinal flexure of the

area. Many of these shears are slickensided, and schistose and

mylonitic textures are commonly observed in matrix rocks. The

coherent oceanic blocks within the melange matrix are elongated

parallel to the structural trend of the matrix. Generally, the

blocks are brecciated in varying degrees ranging from blocks with

brecciated fragments three millimeters or less in diameter to those

containing fragments four meters or more in diameter. Joint

patterns within the coherent blocks of the melange terrain are

generally simple and overprinting is seldom evident. Orientations

of the joints within these blocks indicate some rotation of

individual blocks with respect to each other during emplacement in

the melange (see figure 70). As the greenstone and sedimentary

blocks within the melange are relatively unaffected by compressional

stresses which fractured younger units within the area these

deformational stresses must have been absorbed along shear planes

within the less competent serpentinite matrix. Massive serpentinite
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Figure 70. Poles to joint planes from seven major greenstone
and sedimentary blocks within the serpentinite
melange of the Murderers Creek Area ( see plate 2
location map ) as plotted on the lower hemisphere
of Schmidt equal area stereonets.

Each block is characterized by unique principal
fracture orientations which indicate possible
rotations of the individual blocks with respect
to each other within the less competent serpentinite
matrix.

The principal fracture orientations for each block
as derived from the stereonets are listed below.

Block one - N66E 90 , N66E 70W

Block two - N25W 65W , N30E 60W

Block three - N6E 34W , N34W 90 , N29W 90

Block four - N49E 90 , NS,75W , N60W 66E

Block five - N60E 90 , N30E 30W , N30E 30E

Block six - N76W 65S , N20E 90

Block seven - N36E 70E , N87W 64N , N80W 90 ,
N38W 60W , NIE 90



Block 1 ( 26 points )

Block 3 ( 31 points )

Block 2
w
( 12 points )

Block 4 5 14 points )

Block 5 ( 15 points

Figure 70.

Block 29 points )
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blocks within the melange matrix are effected by deformations

subsequent to melange emplacement with joint orientations

corresponding to those in younger units identified within the

serpentine. The elongation of units within the melange terrain

occurred as a response to and perpendicular to a northwest-southeast

compression in the area which was responsible for the formation of

the melange. It was during melange formation that the matrix blocks

were fractured along N5E 90 and N64E 90 orientations (figure 71).

Vester Formation

Structurally, the Vester Formation is characterized by an

isoclinal folding about northeast-southwest-trending horizontal axes

(figure 72). The folds are very tight with bedding dips which

rarely exceed 25 degrees of vertical. The folding of the Vester

Formation parallels structural trends within the melange and

resulted from collapse of the Vester sedimentary basin during an

episode of northwest-southeast compression related to the earlier

compressional episode which formed the melange.

The N55E oriented folds characteristic of the Vester Formation

are overprinted by a crossfolding of the formation along N2OW

orientations (figures 72 and 73) as a result of a subsequent

deformational event which was associated with the folding of the

overlying Fields Creek Formation. The Vester Formation lies to the

south of latitude 44° 17' 30"; therefore, the oroclinal folding of
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Figure 71; Poles to joint planes within the serpentinite melange matrix ( figure on
left ). Principal fracture orientations of N64E 90 and N5E 90 are unique
to the melange terrain of the Murderers Creek Area, and those of N32E 90
and N75W 90 are due to structural overprinting. The figure on the right
is a composite of orientations from the seven blocks in figure 70. Note
that the melange blocks are less affected by overprinting than the matrix.
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Figure 73. Poles to axial planes cross cutting older structures
within the Vester Formation. Principal axial plane
orientation is approximately N20W 90.
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Figure 72. Poles to bedding planes within the Vester Formation.
Principal bedding orientation of N53E 90 parallels
isoclinal fold axes. Minor bedding orientations between
N19E and N14W reflect a cross folding of the Vester
Formation during the folding of the Fields Creek
Formation.
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the region does not affect the presentation of Vester structural

data.

During the event which crossfolded the Vester Formation along NW

axes the formation was fractured with joint orientations of N20W90

and N32E 55W (figure 74). These fracture orientations are also

found in the matrix rocks of the melange terrain. Fractures of

N75W,90 orientation found within the Vester Formation are the result

of a still later deformational event.

Fields Creek Formation

The Fields Creek Formation within the thesis area is for the

most part structurally characterized by a tight isoclinal folding

about northwest-southeast trending horizontal axes (see plate 1).

As in the Vester Formation the bedding planes dip at steep angles

generally within 25 degrees of vertical. After adjusting for the

regional oroclinal folding of the area it can be determined that the

Fields Creek Formation collapsed about approximately N12W oriented

axes in much the same style as the Vester Formation as a response to

a nearly E-W compression (figure 75).

The basal member of the Fields Creek Formation is structurally

more complex than the middle and upper members. The complexity is

due to disruptions throughout the member as a result of submarine

sliding of melange and Fields Creek materials on the rapidly

uplifting western margin of the forearc basin during basal member

deposition (see figures 38 and 40).
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Figure 74. Poles to joint planes within the Vester Formation.
Principal fracture orientations. N20W 90, N32E 55W,
and N75W 90.
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Figure 75a. Poles to bedding planes within the middle
member of the Fields Creek Formation.
Principal bedding orientation of N5E 78E
approximately parallels the isoclinal fold
axes.

Figure 75b. Poles to bedding planes within the basal
member of the Fields Creek Formation.
The scatter is due to the disruption of
the basal member by submarine sliding.
Principal bedding orientations; N3E 90
and N42E 90. The N42E orientation may
reflect the perpendicular to the direction
of sliding.

Figure 75c. Poles to axial planes within the Fields
Creek Formation. Principal axial plane
orientation is approximately N12W.
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Sometime after the collapse of the Fields Creek basin the Fields

Creek Formation and older rocks were fractured along a N49W90

orientation (figure 76).

Comtemporaneous with the folding of the Fields Creek Formation

north trending high-angle faults may have become active in the

southern portion of the field area (Dickinson and Vigrass, 1965).

This fault system which is very prominent in the Suplee-Izee area

south of the Murderers Creek Area appears to die out in the southern

portion of the field area. More likely the faults disappear in the

highly sheared melange terrain. The faults, of which the Poison

Creek fault juxtaposing the Fields Creek and Vester Formations is

the most pronounced in the area, dip at angles within 20 degrees of

vertical generally with a reverse throw. Just north of the

Quaternary basalt in section 22 (see plate 1) 15 meter high

escarpments on the upthrown Vester side of the fault can be observed

and fault gouge and breccias are common in the fault zone.

Summary of Pre-Cretaceous Structures (A Plate Tectonic Model)

The formation of the oceanic melange within the Murderers Creek

Area together with the compressive deformation of the pre-Cretaceous

rocks implies that the area resulted from subduction tectonics

related to a major consumption of oceanic lithosphere during much of

the pre-Cretaceous history. As oceanic rocks types were sheared

into the serpentinite melange, the melange was rapidly uplifted and

formed an eroding structural highland which shed large breccia flows
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Figure 76a. Poles to joint planes within the Fields Creek
Formation. Principal fracture orientation; N49W 90.
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Figure 76b. Poles to joint planes within olistostromal units
in the basal member of the Fields Creek Formation.
The wide variation in orientations is as would be
expected in slide units. Principal fracture ore
orientations; N47W 90, N84W 90, N2OW 55E, N4W 25W,
N6E 90, N45E 60E, and N50E 90.
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into the adjoining Vester-Fields Creek depositional basin(s).

According to Dickinson (1979) and Karig (1977) uplifted melange

ridges such as this, produced by subduction, are common only within

arc-trench gaps. These structural highs form a barrier between a

trench and a ponded forearc basin(s) (Dickinson and Seely, 1979;

Karig, 1971, 1973, 1974, 1977; Karig and Sharman, 1975).

Two primary models exist to explain the formation and

positioning of the Vester and Fields Creek sedimentary basins in

relationship to the trench and melange terrain within the subduction

complex. The first model locates the sedimentary basins southeast

of the trench as ponded forearc basins between the melange highland

and the distal magmatic arc. The arc, possibly represented by the

Huntington terrain (Dickinson, 1979), which lay to the southeast of

the basin isolating the area from continental influence. Subduction

of oceanic lithosphere would be down to the southeast in this model

(figure 77) producing the vertical uplift, shearing of the melange,

and compression causing the collapse of the Vester and Fields Creek

basins along tight north-to-northeast-trending folds. This model

also can account for the reverse faults which juxtapose the Vester

Formation and Melange and the Fields Creek Formation and Vester

Formation.

In the second model the Vester and Fields Creek Formations would

represent sequential trench fill during periods of decreased

subduction activity. The melange terrain would lie to the northwest
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Figure 78. Schematic illustration of the formation of the melange
and Vester-Fields Creek basin by a west dipping
subduction with the trench axis located to the
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Figure 77. Schematic illustration of the formation of the melange
and Vester-Fields Creek basin by an east dipping

subduction with the trench axis located to the
northwest of the melange complex.
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of the trench and subduction would be down to the northwest (see

figure 78). In this model the collapse and accretion of the Vester

and Fields Creek sedimentary units to the melange terrain would be

the result of increased activity along the trench.

Neither recumbrant folding nor lateral thrusting are found

within the Vester or Fields Creek Formations as would be expected in

a trench regime, and the collapse of the basins in an isoclinal

manner is difficult to explain by this model. Also, there is a lack

of evidence to support the presence of a magmatic arc to the west of

the Murderers Creek Area as would be expected in this model.

Therefore, the first model, with a trench locale northwest of the

melange terrain and subduction down to the southeast, is favored to

explain the melange-sedimentary basin relationship and location of

the Murderers Creek Area in the subduction complex.

Post-Jurassic Structures

Post-Jurassic structures within the Murderers Creek Area reflect

a significant change in the tectonic regime during the latest

Jurassic time. This transition is marked by the intrusion of the

Fields Peak stock, thought to be part of an event associated with

the consolidation of the Murderers Creek subduction complex to the

North American craton (Dickinson, 1979). From this time on the area

responded to tectonic stress as a stable portion of the cratonic

margin with characteristic deformation in the form of gentle

regional tilting and warping.
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In the Murderers Creek Area the most notable post-Jurassic

deformation is the oroclinal flexure of the area discussed earlier.

The orocline is reflected by the arcuate structural trends in the

melange and Fields Creek Formation (see Figure 69) around latitude

44° 17' 30". The warping of the area occurred sometime after the

intrusion of the Fields Peak stock. This conclusion is based on a

principal fracture orientation of N70E in the stock which, after a

rotation of 40 degrees clockwise, corresponds to a N8OW orientation

(figure 79) which cuts through most of the pre-Teriary rocks in the

Murderers Creek Area. The Monument Dike Swarm of Miocene age cuts

across the orocline (see plate 1) indicating that the flexure is a

pre-Miocene event. If left lateral strike-slip movement could be

substantiated along the John Day fault system between Jurassic and

Miocene times then a model could be developed using drag along the

fault to produce the warping of the area about its vertical axis.

The only other post-Jurassic deformation evidenced in the area

is a gentle tilting of the Columbia River Group on the western

margin of the field area. Individual basalt flows within the group

dip at approximately ten degrees to the west.

It should be noted that the Murderers Creek Area lies on the

southern limb of the Aldrich Mountain Anticline, a major structural

feature described by Thayer and Brown (1966) and delineated on their

geologic maps of the Aldrich Mountain Quadrangle (Thayer and Brown,

1966) and the Canyon City Quadrangle (Brown and Thayer, 1966). The
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Figure 79. Poles to joint planes within the Jurassic-Cretaceous
Fields Peak stock. Principal fracture orientation
N8OW 90.
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axis of the anticline is shown located 1.5 kilometers north of the

field area extending for 65 kilometers in an E-W orientation across

the Aldrich Mountains. The southern tilting and/or anticlinal

reflections could not identified in the Murderers Creek Area as

would be expected if such a major feature existed so close to the

area. Therefore, from the lack of evidence in the map area the

existence of a major anticlinal form just to the north of the

Murderers Creek Area can be questioned.
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Pre-Tertiary Tectonic History

The Murderers Creek Area represents a very small portion of a

Permian-Triassic trench-island arc system represented by the

pre-Tertiary exposures throughout the Blue Mountains Province. The

pre-Tertiary tectonic history of the Murderers Creek Area is related

to the evolution of the island arc-subduction complex associated

with the consumption of oceanic lithosphere beneath the western

margin of the North American continent starting in late Paleozoic or

early Mesozoic time (Dickinson, 1976). The Murderers Creek Area is

identified as a portion of a forearc basin in contact with and

deposited on a tectonically sheared and uplifted highland distant

from the magmatic arc and completely isolated from the North

American craton during the first part of the Mesozoic.

During the late Paleozoic or early Mesozoic, an eroding uplift

in the form of a melange was formed by eastward subduction of an

oceanic plate with the northeast-southwest-oriented trench located

northwest of the Murderers Creek Area. The melange was formed by

the underthrusting of an oceanic rock succession to the base and

flank of the over-riding plate during subduction (see Seely, 1979).

The oceanic rocks, which include peridotite, gabbro, greenstone,

(representing both intrusive dike rocks and extrusive pillow

basalts), and surfical chert, argillite, and greywacke, are
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equivalent to the various layers of an ophiolite as is discussed by

Coleman (1977) and thought to represent cross-section of the oceanic

crust. These oceanic lithologies may have been juxtaposed along

vertical shears within a mid-oceanic fracture system before movement

into the subduction zone where the oceanic rocks were scraped off

the oceanic plate and incorporated into the melange.

The subduction of oceanic lithosphere continued into the late

Triassic, uplifting the melange along northeast-southwest-oriented

shears which formed a basin or series of basins between the tectonic

high and a distant volcanic arc represented by the Huntington Arc

Terrain to the southeast of the Murderers Creek Area. The melange

uplift formed the northwestern margin of the forearc basin into

which the Vester sediments were shed. As the melange appears to

make up the basement of the basin, the basin may have been an

isolated depression within the melange complex (see figure 35).

Uplift of the tectonic highland continued during the Karnian

stage of the Triassic, shedding sediments and olistostromal masses

into the Vester basin. By late Karnian time the Vester depositional

basin was contracted along northeast-southwest axes and uplifted

with portions of the formation sheared into the melange as isolated

blocks.

During Norian time the orientation of the trench shifted to

north-south and eastward subduction continued. During Norian time

the melange ridge was rapidly uplifted, shedding olistostromal

masses of melange and Vester rocks into the forearc basin
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accumlating Fields Creek sediments. This period of rapid uplift was

accompanied by the localized extrusion of basaltic and andesitic

submarine lavas within the forearc basin. The rapid uplift of the

melange and the extrusion of lavas abated during the Norian and a

quiescent period began with a steady-state subsidence of the Fields

Creek basin, accumulating the middle member of the Fields Creek

Formation, accompanied by a relatively gentle uplift of the melange.

Following a brief period of uplift during the late Norian the

basin again subsided and sedimentation of the upper member of the

Fields Creek Formation was accompanied by an increase in arc

volcanism which shed large quantities of ash into the basin.

During the earliest Jurassic, the Fields Creek basin was

contracted along N12W axes and uplifted. This sequence of episodic

deformation which collapsed the Vester and Fields Creek basins may

be related to collisions between arcs and/or the North American

craton during this period.

Regional studies by Dickison (1979) and Thayer (1978) indicated

that the region again subsided during the Jurassic and a flat-lying

volcaniclastic sequence was deposited to the east of the Murderers

Creek Area.

The Murderers Creek Area was intruded by the Fields Peak stock

during the latest Jurassic or earliest Cretaceous.

Jurassic-Cretaceous intrusions throughout the Blue Mountains

Province are thought to have been produced during the consolidation

of the island arc complex to the continent (Dickinson, 1979). After
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the intrusion of the Fields Peak stock the region in the vicinity of

the Murderers Creek Area and north of latitude 44° 17' 30" rotated

approximately 40 degrees counterclockwise relative to areas south of

the above latitude.

The complex deformational history of the Murderers Creek Area

during the Permian and Triassic Periods reflects the complex

deformation occurring all along the North American Cordillera at

that time (Silberling, 1973; Dickinson, 1976). Further study of the

Blue Mountains Province in general, with the emphasis on unraveling

the Permian-Triassic interactions of the province with the North

American plate, would aid in the understanding of the tectonic

evolution of the western margin of the North American continent

during the Permian and Triassic.
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SIGNIFICANT RESULTS

1. The melange terrain is a melange with competent oceanic blocks

encased within a highly sheared serpentinite matrix.

2. Exposures of Vester and Fields Creek rocks within the melange are

incorporated blocks sharing sheared contacts with the melange

matrix.

3. The oceanic blocks within the melange are representative samples

from the various layers of an ophiolite which included a

peridotite layer, a gabbroic layer, a sheeted dike complex, a

pillow basalt layer, and a chert-argillite surface layer.

4. Petrographically the greenstone blocks within the melange are

equivalent to the greenstones of the Canyon Mountain Complex as

described by Thayer (1978).

5. The large slide breccias within the basal member of the Fields

Creek Formation are olistostromes stratigraphically emplaced in

the sedimentary basin during deposition of the Fields Creek

sediments.

6. The Murderers Creek Area represents a small portion of an

arc-trench system, with the area located southeast of an

east-dipping subduction zone on the margin of the uplifted

melange, between the melange and a magmatic arc.
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7. The deformation of the Murderers Creek Area was primarily

compressive in response to episodic southeast subduction during

the Permian through late Triassic, shifting to an east

subduction from the late Triassic through the Jurassic. These

compressive episodes sheared the melange terrain and isoclinally

folded the Vester Formation along northeast axes, and isoclinally

folded the Fields Creek Formation and crossfolded the Vester

Formation along north axes.

8. The Fields Creek basin collapsed while the sediments were only

semi-indurated, containing significant amounts of water.

9. The Murderers Creek Area was affected by an oroclinal flexure of

the region with that portion of the area above latitude 440

17' 30" rotated 40 degrees counterclockwise relative to the

southern area. The flexure maybe due to sinstral motion along

the John Day fault system.

10. No evidence could be found to substantiate the positioning of the

Murderers Creek Area on the south limb of a major anticlinal

form, therefore, the existance of the Aldrich Mountain Anticline

in the region north of the Murderers Creek Area is questionable.
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Appendix 1: Melange

Block 1

Fracture Orientations

StationStation
11-3 N5OW,85W 11-3 N38E,50E
11-4 N21E,65E 13-27 N88E,70N
13-29 N16E,64W 13-30 N69W,60E
13-30 N69W,56W 14-2 N59E,70W
13-39 N68E,90 14-3 N8E,47W
14-4 N24W,90 14-4 N75W,90
14-5 NS,90 14-6 N63E,65W
14-6 N84W,80N 14-7 N84E,55S
14-13 N25W,85E 14-14 N70E,70W
14-15 N40,75W 14-15 N80E,90
14-18 N73E,65W 14-16 N77W,70S
14-19 N57E,85E 14-20 N63E,90
14-22 N66E,80W 14-22 N28E,45E

Block 2

StationStation
15-20 N15,60W 16-6 N58W,65E
16-1 N22W,65W 16-8 N18W,80E
16-2 N44E,70W 16-10 N44W,64W
16-2 N37W,58E 16-18 N79W,75N
16-3 N43E,90 16-4 N32E,53W
16-5 N24E,70W 16-6 N8E,30N

Block 3

StationStation
5-53 N74W,90 5-54 N13E,90
8-11 EW,70N 8-12 N24W,73E
8-11 N28W,90 8-27 N26W,90
8-27 N46E,85E 8-28 N32W,40W
8-29 N6E,32E 7-20 N4E,40E
7-28 N14E,75E 7-28 N84W,29N
7-30 N4E,85E 7-30 N86W,80S
7-31 N57W,85W 7-31 N16E,26E
7-31 N53E,68E 7-32 N83W,70S
7-32 N8E,75E 7-33 N38W,90
7-36 N60E,90 7-37 N88W,85N
7-37 N2E,80E 7-38 N3OW,90
7-38 N25E,90 7-39 N21E,85E
7-39 N44W,80W 7-42 N76W,60S
7-43 N71W,90 7-43 N19W,15E
7-44 N47E,80E
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Appendix: 1 cont'.

Block 4

Station

N63W,77E

Station

12-23 12 -24

12-24 N5E,90 12-25 N37W,76W

12-25 N22E,62W 12-26 N49W,28E

12-27 N3W,90 1021 N74W,60N

1-24 EW,70N 6-27 N14E,90

6-30 N18E,90 6-34 N38W,90

6-36 N20E,80E 6-38 N45E,60W

Block 5

StationStation
6-20 N51E,87W i=r---- N26W,34E

1-28 N87W,65N 1-31 N52W,20E

1-31 N18E,87E 1-32 N77W,90

1-32 N8E,45E 1-33 N54E,75E

1-34 N7W,66E 36-39 N5W,30E

36-28 N80E,90 36-29 N25E,87E

36-43 N12E,90 6-19 N1OW,28W

1-37 N4W,36W

Block 6

StationStation
2-3 N37E,80W 274----- N22W,85W

2-5 N72W,70N 36-33 N79W,90

36-34 N30E,70E 36-36 N82E,50S

36-36 N8E,52E 36-37 EW,80N

36-37 N12E,85W 1-2 N62E,90

1-4 N87E,75S 104 N16W,85W

1-5 N78W,70S 1-6 N62E,60S

1-7 N70E,64S 1-8 N70E,75S

1-8 N71W,22S 1-8 N22W,90

1-9 N13W,50W 1-10 N55W,90

2-1 N72W,85N 1-11 N65W,90

1-11 N36E,87W 1-12 N64E,64E

1-15 N84E,70S 1-16 N40E,65W

1-16 N44W,52N 1-17 N32E,67E

1-3 N62E,90
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Appendix 1: cont'.

Block 7

Station Station

31-10 N42W,90 31-10 N87W,60S

31-11 N3W,85E 31-12 N54E,90

31-19 N57E,60W 31-19 N5W,65E

31-20 N37W,56W 31-20 EW,90

31-21 N24W,73E 31-22 N73W,65S

6-14 N23E,60W 6-16 N64E,90

Matrix

StationStation
8-24 N84E,80N 8-33 N60E,85N

7-46 N37W,90 7-5 N12W,50W

7-5 N64W,76E 7-5 N70E,7S

7-6 N3OW,90 6-35 N64E,75W

6-32 N23E,90 6-31 N52W,70W

6-29 N3E,80W 6-28 N14E,90

6-26 N68E,40E 6-23 N43E,90

6-22 N62W,80W 6-21 N87E,30N

10-5 N45W,90 1-13 N72E,72N

1-18 N24E,80W 1-18 N87E,86S

1-19 N72E,60N 1-20 NS,90

1-22 N8IE,90 1-23 N64E,90

1-25 N3E,84W 1-26 N2OW,70E

1-27 N7OW,55E 1-29 N43E,60W

1-35 N16E,90 1-36 N22W,90

1-36 N83W,49N 1-38 N3E,57E

1-39 N6OW,90 1-39 N13E,70W

1-40 N82E,90 1-40 N2OW,80E

2-7 N1OW,85E 2-7 N7OW,85W

2-8 N28W,64E 2-9 N6OW,80W

2-12 N22E,75E 36-38 NS,90

6-8 N8W,70E 11-8 N50E,70W

11-8 N4E,75W 11-9 N14W,85E

11-9 N60E,72W 11-10 N26W,90

12-44 N27E,65E 12-45 N42E,85E

12-46 N37E,65E 12-47 N60E,80E

12-47 N28W,75E 12-48 N11E,75E

12-1 N69E,48E 12-2 N5W,90

12-3 N70E,85N 12-3 N22W,90

12-4 N42W,87W 12-4 N31E,80W

12-5 N22E,90 12-6 N6OW,64W

12-6 N32E,80W 12-7 N6OW,64W

12-7 N81W,90 12-8 N61W,90
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Appendix 1: cont'.

Matrix cont'.

StationStation
12-10 N76W,90 12 -10 N35W,90

12-11 N10E,56E 12-12 N3E,60E

12-12 N73W,82S 12-13 N12W,80W
12-14 N28E,90 12-16 N6E,52E

12-19 N74E,90 12-20 N8E,65E
12-21 N26E,60E 12-22 N76E,90
12-28 N43E,85E . 12-29 N13W,90
12-30 NS,70W 12-30 N78W,62N
12-31 N14W,90 12-32 N53E,80E
12-33 N65E,80E 12-36 N32W,65E
11-12 N42E,75W 11-13 N31E,86E

11-15 N34W,70W 11-16 N82W,80N

11-19 N53W,90 11-19 N26W,73W

11-20 N2W,90 11-22 N19W,29W

11-23 N8OW,27N 11-23 N15E,90
11-24 N14E,80E 11-29 N48E,60W

13-28 N73E,70N 13-33 N3OW,60E

15-2 N11E,72E 15-8 N6E,78E

15-9 N12W,75E 15-9 N45E,48E

15-9 N67W,64E 15-10 N64E,15E

15-10 N8OW,40N 14-11 N72E,60N
14-11 N18E,75W 15-11 N26E,57W
15-11 N66W,75S 14-12 N68W,56E
14-12 N14E,90 14-17 N13E,55E
14-21 N38E,85W 14-21 N86E,30N
13-40 N42E,80W 13-41 N82W,90
15-12 N44W,80E 15-15 N75E,65N
16-7 N4E,55E 16-11 N47E,45E
16-13 N60E,60E 23-1 N4OW,80W
23-30 N6OW,85E 23-34 N1OW,90
23-37 N82W,54S 23-37 N7E,72E
23-41 N20E,75E 24-36 N45E,60E
24-37 N32E,60E 24-65 N48W,90
24-68 N22W,90 24-56 N73W,90
25-49 N32E,45W 23-43 N34E,65W
24-17 N4OW,80E 16-15 N89E,80N
15-17 N73W,90 16-21 N74E,80S
15-18 N2OW,75E 26-2 N24E,90
25-15 N58E,50E 25-16 N82W,85S
25-18 N10E,90 25-44 N4W,80W
25-44 N25W,85E 25-52 N4E,90
25-58 N50E,85W 25-60 N4E,65E
25-60 N44W,85E 25-62 N6E,65E
25-64 N37W,90 25-64 N26E,90

25-65 N8OW,70N 25-65 N4OW,90
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Appendix 1: cont'.

Matrix cont.

StationStation

25-67 N32W,90 25-67 N38E,90
25-70 N4OW,60W 25-70 N60E,60W

25-70 N6ON,45E 26-9 N65E,85W
25-77 N8E,85W 8-24 N84E,80N

8-33 N60E,85N 7-5 N12W,50W
7-6 N3OW,90 36-2 N7E,60W
36-5 N51W,80W 36-5 N62E,85S

36-9 N21W,80E 36-12 N58W,45E

36-17 N58W,84W 36-20 N46W,60E
31-4 N23E,90 31-8 N24E,85E

31-13 N54E,80W 31-13 N8W,85W

31-14 N13W,85E 31-15 N64E,50E
31-15 N63W,90 31-18 N8W,90

31-26 N68E,90 31-28 N36W,85N

31-31 N36E,90 6-11 N5W,55E

6-12 EW,50N
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Appendix 2: Vester

Bedding Planes

Structural Orientations

StationStation
18-19 N39E,80E 18 -20 N48E,90

18-21 N55E,85W 18-22 N70E,80N

13-1 N56E,90 13-2 N45E,90

13-3 N35E,80W 13-4 N20E,90

13-5 N30E,80E 13-6 N49E,85E

13-7 N8W,63E 13-8 N64W,70W

13-9 N32W,90 13-12 N39E,55W

13-13 N18E,60W 13-14 N80E,90

13-15 N14E,57W 13-16 NS,60W

13-17 N16E,80E 13-18 N30E,65W

13-21 N44E,80W 13-22 N27E,80W

13-23 N12E,80W 13-24 N81E,25N

13-31 N30E,90 13-32 N54E,88W

13-35 N13E,80E 13-37 N33W,90

13-38 NS,80E 14-8 N8E,90

14-9 EW,90 14-10 N54E,90

15-1 N8E,76E 15-4 N26E,70E

12-34 N22E,90 12-40 N64E,77E

18-3 N60E,65W 18-5 N34E,65W

18-6 N46E,60E 18-7 N13E,75E

18-9 N2E,34E 18-10 NS,90

18-11 N71E,80S 18-12 N53W,88E

18-13 N47E,70E 18-14 N48W,60W

18-15 N70E,48S 18-16 N40E,52E

18-17 N50E,85E 18-18 N78E,65N

18-23 N34E,24E 18-24 N14W,85W

18-25 N69E,56E 18-27 N26W,30E

18-28 N7W,65E 7-2 N83E,74N

7-15 N3W,90 7-16 N50E,86W

7-17 N30E,36E 7-18 N32E,90

7-19 N24E,73W 7-21 N8W,90

7-22 N28E,90 5-45 N7OW,50N

5-46 N13W,90 5-56 N55W,90

6-39 N46E,70W 6-43 N5OW,90

6-47 N17W,80W 6-48 N19W,85W

6-49 N11W,90 6-50 N18E,85E

5-51 N14E,30W 6-52 N34W,48E

7-4 N7W,80W 7-10 N48E,90

7-11 N12W,80W 7-12 N24E,90

7-34 N15E,53W 7-45 N10E,62W

18-26 N48W,66E
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Appendix 2, cont'.

Axial Planes

StationStation
6-33 N15W,85E 7=Y---- N28W,90

7-8 N14E,85W 7-21 N6OW,90
13-6 N5OW,90 13-5 N5OW,90
13-18 N5W,85E 13-31 N2OW,90

13-35 N23W,70E 12-38 N3OW,85W
18-5 N3W,65W 18-15 N32W,90
18-19 N22W,90 18-26 N14W,90
18-26 N5OW,64E

Joints

StationStation
6-44 N35E,60W 7-3 N76W,70N
7-7 N58W,60W 7-8 N24W,90
7-9 N74W,80S 7-9 N2E,90
7-10 N2OW,90 7-12 N73W,85N
7-13 N75W,85N 7-14 N76W,75N
12-38 N35W,55W 12-38 N80E,90
13-2 N83W,60S 13-5 N1W,85W

13-5 N71W,60N 13-23 N12E,80W
14-9 N6W,77E 18-11 N18W,85E
18-20 N29E,50W 18-20 N76W,55S
18-23 N58W,90
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Appendix 3: Fields Creek Structural

Basal Member Bedding Planes

Orientations

StationStation
24-1 N25W,75E 74:1--- EW,47S
24-1 N3OW,60E 24-1 N59E,80E

24-1 N4E,80E 24-1 N60E,85E

24-1 N72E,70S 24-1 N21W,44E
24-1 N72W,45S 24-1 N45E,65W

24-1 EW,34N 24-1 N88E,60N
24-1 N62W,78E 24-1 EW,90
24-1 N72W,90 24-2 N72W,80W

24-2 N40E,25W 24-2 N45E,65E
24-4 N32W,90 24-6 N18W,70E
30-10 N34W,78E 30-11 N3OW,80E
30-13 N6OW,60E 30-23 N44E,82W

30-24 N79W,86E 13-1 N29E,90

8-1 N26E,75W 17-1 N68W,64E

17-2 N27E,70E 17-3 N20E,70W
8-2 N2E,90 17-4 N8E,90

17-5 N7W,55W 17-6 N35E,90

17-7 N13W,60W 17-9 N62E,75E

17-10 N10E,90 17-11 N21E,90

17-12 N8E,46E 17-13 N8W,60E

17-14 N24E,85W 18-1 N2W,65E

32-5 N2E,80E 32-6 N28W,60E

32-6 EW,47S 32-6 N3OW,60E

32-6 N59E,80E 32-6 N4E,80E

32-6 N60E,85S 32-6 N72E,70S

32-6 N21W,44E 32-6 N72W,45S

32-6 N45E,65W 32-6 N88E,60N

32-6 EW,90 32-6 EW,34N

32-6 N62W,78N 32-6 N32W,90
32-7 N8E,90 32-7 N74W,90

32-8 N8E,60E 32-11 N43W,90

32-13 N75W,90 32-15 N2E,90

32-16 N33W,90 5-2 N27W,70E

5-10 N26W,70E 5-11 N15W,85E

5-12 N15W,55E 5-13 N15W,60E

5-14 N15W,90 5-15 N5W,60E
5-16 N15W,60W 8-3 N43E,90W

8-4 N1OW,75E 8-5 N17E,85E

8-6 N18E,85E 5-17 N15W,85E

5-18 N1OW,90 5-19 NS,85E

5-20 NS,85E 5-21 N22W,85E

5-22 N23W,90 8-7 N5OW,85W

8-8 N12W,90 8-9 N30E,85E

8-10 N72W,90 5-26 N40E,80W

5-27 N31E,90 5-28 N62W,90
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Appendix 3, cont.

Basal Member Bedding Planes cont.

StationStation
5-30 N71E,70N S-31 N80E,90

5-34 N44W,90 5-35 N18E,90

5-37 N24W,70E 5-38 N8W,90

5-39 N1OW,55W 5-40 N67E,90

5-45 N7OW,50E 5-46 N13W,90

24-14 N44W,50W 24-14 N6E,56E

24-14 N81W,85N 24-14 N79W,85N

24-14 N22E,85W 24-14 N1OW,82E

24-14 N3OW,82E 24-15 N3OW,50E

24-16 N25W,84E 24-18 N4OW,66E

24-19 N4W,64E 24-23 N67W,60W

24-25 N2OW,72E 24-26 N25W,80E

24-27 N34E,90 24-28 N78E,85N

24-29 N3E,70E 24-30 N12W,70E

24-31 N12W,70E 24-35 N1W,65W

24-38 N4OW,50E 24-39 N5W,80E

24-40 N23W,90 24-43 N12W,90

25-1 N3OW,90 25-2 N22W,50E

25-3 N56W,90 25-4 N55W,90

25-4 N59W,60W 25-4 N5OW,35E

25-4 N4OW,48W 25-4 N4OW,85E

25-4 N42E,22E 25-4 N5E,50E

25-4 N52W,79E 25-4 N35W,70E

25-4 NS,80E 25-5 N6OW,80W

25-8 N78W,90 25-10 N45W,50E

25-24 N32W,85E 25-27 N50E,48W

30-31 N56E,90 30-35 N45W,25E

30-36 N19W,80E 30-37 N37W,80E

30-38 N34W,85E 30-40 N14W,70E

30-41 N14W,74E 30-42 N14W,80E

30-44 N4OW,80W 30-40 N12E,85W

30-45 N32E,60E 30-48 N1OW,55E

30-48 N76W,90 24-46 N5OW,80W

24-48 N73E,80S 24-49 N14W,80W

24-48 N4OW,90 24-59 N17W,65W

24-63 N2OW,90 24-74 N50E,80W

36-10 N54E,85W 31-32 N2W,85E

31-33 N34W,67W 31-46 N45W,90

31-47 N45W,82W 31-48 N51W,73W

30-50 N6OW,85E 30-51 N6OW,74E

30-52 N31W,80E 31-50 N42W,90

31-51 N1OW,80E 32-34 N13W,75E

5-49 N80E,90 5-51 N58W,78E

5-52 N28W,80E 32-37 N12W,53E

8-13 N39W,60E 8-14 N86W,70N
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Appendix 3, cont.

Basal Member Bedding Planes cont.

Station Station

8 -15 N13W,68E 8-16 N8E,46E

8-17 N36W,70E 8-18 N52W,70E

8-19 NS,85E 8-20 N24W,54E

8-22 N43E,43W 8-23 N47W,85

8-30 N16E,90 8-31 N16E,90

8-32 N33E,60W 8-34 N25E,80W

7-41 N26E,70W 6-52 N34W,48E

5-58 N43E,80E 5-59 N3E,85E

31-52 N10W,90 31-53 N44W,60E

31-54 N85W,54S 31-55 N74W,20S

31-56 N56W,90 31-57 N56W,55E

31-58 N66W,90 31-58 N45W,85E

31-60 N29W,80E 31-61 N18W,70E

31-62 N1OW,90 30-53 N36W,35E

30-54 N37W,55E 24-81 N7OW,75W

24-87 N4W,40E 24-87 N4OW,65W

24-87 N42W,30W 24-89 N47W,88W

Middle Member Bedding Planes

Station Station

30-1 N16W,60E 30-2 N34W,60E

30-3 N28W,56E 30-4 N4W,70E

30-8 N3OW,58W 29-1 N58W,60E

29-3 N64W,60E 29-4 N4OW,60E

29-5 N45W,55E 32-1 N65W,70E

32-2 N45W,80W 32-3 N7OW,60E

32-4 N55W,70E 29-7 N7OW,85E

29-8 N2OW,65E 29-9 N45W,65E

29-12 N7OW,80E 29-12 N6OW,64E

30-17 N1OW,40E 30-18 N3OW,54E

30-19 N1OW,54E 30-20 N3OW,79E

30-21 N1OW,60E 29-12 N78W,64E

29-13 N72W,80E 29-14 N86W,80E

29-15 N7OW,75E 29-16 N8OW,80E

29-17 N79E,90 29-18 N66W,70W

29-19 N22E,80E 29-20 N1E,55E

20-4 N76W,85W 20-5 N6OW,70E

20-7 N25W,80E 20-8 N28W,30E

20-9 N42W,80E 20-12 N39W,84E

20-13 N36W,80E 20-19 N55W,75E

20-20 N42W,75E 20-21 N36W,80E

20-22 N39W,20W 20-22 N62E,90

20-22 N49W,30E 29-24 N42W,90

29-25 N37W,80E 29-30 N4OW,80E

29-31 N5OW,85E 13-2 N56W,65E
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Appendix 3, cont.

Middle member bedding planes cont.

StationStation
19-2 N45W,90 9-3 N54W,60E
20-31 N75W,60E 20-32 N12W,50E
19-5 N8OW,20W 19-6 N2E,64E
29-32 N27W,80E 30-26 N21W,75E
30-27 N12W,78E 30-28 N13W,45W
30-29 NS,70E 19-7 N13W,80E
19-8 N27W,80E 24-9 N33W,90
24-10 N9W,48E 24-11 N72W,90
24-12 N34W,70W 24-13 N5W,60E
32-17 N12W,85E 32-18 N36W,85E
32-19 N50W,80E 32-20 N6OW,80E
32-21 N6OW,90 32-22 N48W,80E
32-23 N48W,80E 32-35 N17W,40E
32-26 N4OW,70E 29-32 N46W,90
29-33 N46W,50E 32-28 N23W,60E
32-30 N28W,90 32-31 N6E,90
5-4 N7E,70E 5-6 N8W,60E
5-8 N12E,45E 5-24 N12W,80E
5-25 N9E,60E 24-51 N24W,65E
24-54 N15W,70W 24-55 N2E,90
19-12 N45W,80E 19-13 N25W,74E
19-14 N26W,60E 24-76 N24W,80E
24-77 N26W,50E 24-78 N26W,60E
24-79 N55W,55E 24-80 N5OW,68E
24-82 N36W,75E 24-84 N7W,55E
24-86 N26W,90 24-87 N26W,90

Axial Planes

Station Station
24-1 N51W,70E 24-2 N66W,90
24-2 N52E,90 24-3 N75E,90
24-14 N28W,90 24-14 N8W,90
24-14 N5OW,73E 24-14 N55W,60E
24-26 N12E,69E 24-40 N75E,60S
24-85 N29E,60E 24-85 N14E,60E
24-87 N42W,50E 5-29 N58E,90
5-32 N6E,90 13-3 N14W,90
18-26 N49W,66E 20-23 N60E,85E
29-11 N6OW,58E 30-45 N85W,70S
30-45 N66E,70S 30-45 N34E,58W
32-12 N8OW,47N 32-12 N66E,90
32-12 N7E,90 25-4 N6OW,66W
25-4 N6OW,64W 25-4 N54W,54W
25-4 N44W,55W 25-4 N42W,60W
25-4 N6OW,50W
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Appendix 3 cont.

Joints

StationStation
24-4 N40E,75W 24-5 N42W,90

24-5 N28E,90 30-2 N54E,84W

32-1 EW,35S 30-11 N65E,60E

29-19 N34W,90 29-20 N64E,80E

20-3 N5W,85E 20-4 N42W,85E

20-5 N15W,90 20-7 EW,90

20-8 EW,85S 20-8 N28W,35W

20-9 N72E,90 20-12 N34E,44W

20-12 N9W,65E 20-13 N63E,90

20-15 N58E,90 20-17 N40E,80E

20-18 EW,90 20-20 N28E,43EW

20-21 N52E,90 29-24 N42E,85W

29-25 N50E,90 29-30 N68E,85E

13-1 N55W,80E 19-3 N38E,90

20-32 N78E,90 30-26 N80E,90

30-27 N54E,90 30-28 N71E,85E

8-1 N18W,80E 8-2 N8OW,90

17-4 N7OW,76E 17-5 N68W,90

17-7 N87E,90 17-8 N65W,90

17-10 N63W,90 17-12 N36W,45N

17-13 N85W,90 32-5 N63W,90

32-6 N81W,39S 5-1 EW,65N

5-1 N32E,90 32-20 N56E,80W

32-21 N60W,28W 32-21 N12E,50W

32-21 N61E,75E 32-22 N3E,90

32-23 N52E,90 32-24 N1OW,60E

32-24 N90E,90 29-32 N46E,90

29-33 N48E,90 32-27 N4OW,60E

32-27 N68E,90 32-21 N6E,90

5-5 N1OW,60E 5-5 N15W,65W

5-5 EW,90 8-16 N47W,55E

8-19 N85W,90 8-23 N11E,90

7-35 N87W,90 31-55 N30E,90

31-58 N34E,90 24-79 N1OW,80W

5-37 N84W,60S 5-46 N80E,90

24-16 N6OW,85E 24-16 N30E,85W

5-7 N7OW,90 5-8 N12E,60W

5-8 N80E,90 5-14 N68E,90

5-16 N60E,64E 5-16 N43W,20W

8-4 N74E,90 8-5 N88W,90

5-17 N68E,90 5-25 N42W,40W

5-25 N75E,60N 8-9 N86E,90

8-9 N4OW,20W 5-28 N6E,90

24-58 N56E,90 31-1 N22W,55W

31-1 N84E,90 6-2 N82W,51S

6-2 N60E,73W
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Appendix 3, cont.

Oistostrome Joints

StationStation
32-10 N58W,60E 32-10 N33W,45E
32-10 N3OW,90 32-10 N82W,58S
32-10 N58E,90 32-10 N52W,10E
32-10 N32W,60W 32-10 N8E,90
5-33 N6OW,40E 5-33 N75E,70S
5-33 N75E,90 5-33 N1OW,40E
24-17 N59W,60W 24-17 N8W,90
24-17 N85E,40S 24-90 N54E,85E
24-42 N20E,80W 24-42 N44W,85E
24-42 N51E,70E 24-42 N58W,60E
24-42 N2E,90 24-42 N78W,35N
24-42 N84E,55N 24-42 N2OW,75E
24-42 N10E,85W 25-24 N54E,90
25-24 N46W,90 25-24 N78E,90
25-24 N75E,56E 25-24 N28W,90
25-24 N36W,60W 25-24 N28E,80W
25-24 N32W,75E 25-24 N89E,60N
25-24 N48W,80N 25-24 N24E,20W
25-24 N50E,74N 25-24 N17W,45E
25-24 N10E,90 25-24 N82E,90
25-24 N36W,70W 25-24 N56E,90
24-56 N78W,90 24-56 N34E,60E
24-56 NS,65E 24-56 N2OW,75E
24-63 N5E,25W 24-63 N22W,90
24-63 N73W,85S 24-63 N4OW,70W
24-63 N25W,80W 6-3 N40E,80E
6-3 N73W,67S 6-3 N10E,63E
6-3 N34E,65W 6-3 N6W,85E
6-3 N8OW,78S 6-3 N7OW,58N
6-3 N14E,33E 6-3 N6OW,90
30-52 N8E,86W 30-52 N46E,68W
30-52 EW,90 30-52 N4OW,75W

30-52 N68E,70W 30-52 N5W,67E
30-52 N63W,50E
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Appendix 4: Fields

Station

Peak Stock Fractures

Station
20-1 N4OW,75E 20-1 N88E,20S
20-2 N68W,70E 20-2 NS,90

20-6 N35W,65E 20-6 N68E,90
20-10 N17W,77E 20-10 N72E,76S
20-11 N57E,90 20-11 N6W,75E
20-14 N63E,90 20-14 N36W,80E
20-24 N69W,90 20-24 N7E,80E
20-25 N39W,90 20-25 N56E,90

20-26 N1OW,60E 20-26 N51E,90
20-27 N18W,80W 20-27 N58E,90
20-28 N9W,90 20-28 N79E,90
20-29 N26W,70E 20-29 N46E,90
20-30 N2E,90 20-30 N54E,65E
29-21 N88E,90 29-22 N32W,24E
29-22 N34E,90 29-26 N12W,90
29-26 N89W,60N 29-27 N2W,60E
29-27 N78E,40N 29-28 N25W,80E
29-28 N70E,90 29-29 N5OW,80E
29-29 N82E,90


